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Investors should consider the features of the contract and the underlying portfolios’ investment objectives, policies, management, risks, charges and 
expenses carefully before investing. This and other important information is contained in the prospectus, which can be obtained by contacting the 
National Sales Desk. Your clients should read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Variable annuities are issued by Pruco Life Insurance Company (in New York, by Pruco Life Insurance Company of New Jersey), Newark, NJ (main offi ce) 
and distributed by Prudential Annuities Distributors, Inc., Shelton, CT. All are Prudential Financial companies and each is solely responsible for its own 
fi nancial condition and contractual obligations. Prudential Annuities is a business of Prudential Financial, Inc. 

Annuity contracts contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefi ts, and terms for keeping them in force. Your licensed fi nancial professional can 
provide you with complete details.

A variable annuity is a long-term investment designed for retirement purposes. Investment returns and the principal value of an investment will fl uctuate 
so that an investor’s units, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original investment. Withdrawals or surrenders may be subject to 
contingent deferred sales charges.

An excess withdrawal occurs when your cumulative Lifetime Withdrawals exceeds the income amount allowed by the product or living benefi t in an 
annuity year. If an excess withdrawal is taken, only the portion of the Lifetime Withdrawal that exceeds the remaining income amount for that year will 
proportionally reduce the guarantee for future years. If a withdrawal in excess of the income amount reduces the account value to zero, no further amount 
would be payable and the contract terminates. 

All references to guarantees, including optional benefi ts, are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing company and do not apply to the underlying 
investment options.

© 2016 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. Prudential Annuities, Prudential, the Prudential logo, the Rock symbol, and Bring Your Challenges 
are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
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How are your clients doing in the race for retirement? Tawanda knows 
she may not be saving enough for hers. And facing a retirement that 
could last 20 to 30 years or longer, she doesn’t want to depend on her 
family for help.

With our suite of guaranteed retirement income solutions, she won’t 
have to. Prudential Annuities is helping 1.2 million people like 
Tawanda secure retirement income they cannot outlive. 

With your guidance and our industry-leading sales support, we can 
help make retirement more secure for your clients as well. And make 
your client relationships even stronger. 

Explore our Retirement Challenge Profi les 
at prudential.com/retireready 
Or call our National Sales Desk 
at 844-408-0402.
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Before investing carefully consider the FlexShares investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and 
other information is in the prospectus, a copy of which may be obtained by visiting www.fl exshares.com. Read the 
prospectus carefully before you invest. Foreside Fund Services, LLC, distributor.

An investment in FlexShares is subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of principal amount invested. 
Funds’ returns may not match the returns of their respective indexes. The Funds may invest in emerging markets, 
derivatives and concentrated sectors. In addition, the Funds may be subject to fl uctuation of yield, income risk, 
interest rate risk, non-diversifi cation risk, asset class risk and market risk. For a complete description of Fund risks 
please refer to the prospectus.

We know what investors want in an ETF. Because we’re investors ourselves. It’s why we designed 

FlexShares® exchange traded funds: to target investors’ real-world goals including growing 
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goals. Just as they should be.

Learn more about our investor-centric ETF strategies. Visit fl exshares.com/goal-driven 
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Financial Empowerment’s 
Janet Stanzak keeps a crys-
tal ball on her desk to remind 
clients that the future cannot 
be predicted.

38 | The Case of the Missing Income Source
Ultralow interest rates mean a reliable basis of retirement income has vanished.  
Here’s how advisers are ensuring clients have a fresh strategy. 
By Charles Paikert  

40 | Making the Most of Social Security Bene�ts 
What are the best strategies for maximizing government retirement income for married 
couples — even those headed for divorce? 
By Paul Norr
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In a response to an article about how robos are appealing to millennial 
investors by offering student loan refinancing, Michael Whitman, 
co-founder of Millennium Planning Group, tweeted:

FINANCIAL-PLANNING.COM

Whether you’re a student pursuing a degree in 
fi nancial planning or an adviser looking to hire a 
young planner, geography can be an important 
factor. To start your search close to home, follow 
the link below to see where CFP Board-approved 
planning degree programs at colleges and univer-
sities on our annual list fall on the map, organized 
by region: http://bit.ly/2aMc7Ag

75 Planning Schools: 
Where to Find Them

IT’S ALL ABOUT LOCATION

What do you think? Weigh in with your own comments at: http://bit.ly/2b72VEw

Sound Off: Robos and Refi nancing 

“Best way to work with millennials is 
to educate them, not invite them with a 
gimmick like student loan refinancing.” 

14-16
FPA BE
Baltimore 
http://bit.
ly/1zDLGjA

19-21
Bob Veres’ 
Insider’s Forum 
San Diego
http://bit.
ly/1kmb7gI

SEPTEMBER

EVENTS
OCTOBER

12-15
NAPFA Fall
Conference
Arlington, Va.
http://bit.ly/1p52Ogr 

24-27
Schwab Impact
San Diego
http://bit.
ly/1nWZoVd

7-9
Morningstar
ETF Conference 
Chicago
http://bit.
ly/1t6vh7E 

Follow 
Financial Planning 

on Twitter at @fi nplan 
for analysis, breaking 
news, commentaries 

and more from 
our editors and 

contributors.

Join the conversation 
and interact with the
 planning community 
on LinkedIn by joining 

Financial Planning | 
Discussion Group.

Like us at 
facebook.com/

FinancialPlanning 
Magazine to get 

analysis and news 
updates, highlights 

from the website
and magazine, 

slide shows and more. 

Download the
Financial Planning app 

for iOS or Android.

Our free newsletters 
help advisers keep up 
on industry news and 
analysis. For delivery 
to your inbox, go to 

fi nancial-planning.com.
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AFTER HE SPENT SOME TIME REVIEWING HIS OWN RETIREMENT PLAN,
Financial Planning Senior Editor Charles Paikert noted that interest rates, a historic 
pillar of income, had fallen to all-time lows, and the prospect for an uptick anytime 
soon appeared remote. 

What does this portend for clients, he wondered, given that many had expected 
yields to offer a small, but dependable, income stream? And what does it mean for 
planners, who must also readjust their portfolio recommendations? 

When he started speaking to advisers, Paikert tells me 
he was surprised they were so calm. While it’s not yet a 
crisis, the “combination of low rates, increasing longevity 
and lack of savings and pensions is a witches brew,” he 
says. They need to be better about “dampening clients’ 
expectations of what returns on investments will be in 
retirement.” 

Advisers should also “be upfront with clients about 
what’s going on with regard to current thinking on inter-
est rates, since they don’t appear to be going up anytime 
soon,” he says. 

New to Financial Planning this month is the first piece in an occasional series, 
“Should I …”. In it, we examine a single dilemma that impacts any practice. In  
“Should I Change my Fees?” contributing writer Ingrid Case helps advisers deter-
mine whether raising their fees — or lowering them — is a good move.  

In her research, she “was sorry to hear how many clients and potential clients 
are willing to take advantage of planners’ time and effort. Someone can already be 
getting a deal and a half and still press for more,” she tells me. “But there are people 
out there who want your services and will pay you fairly. Go forth in confidence that 
you will find them.”

After the extra time some advisers are spending on helping clients make up the 
steady income lost when interest rates fell to the basement, it may well be time to 
ask themselves if a rate increase is in order.   —Chelsea Emery

EDITOR’S VIEW

A Witches Brew
What do historically low interest rates mean for clients’ 
retirement savings — and their advisers? 

FOLLOW
THE

LEADER

STAY CONNECTED.
STAY ENGAGED.
From breaking news and 
commentary to valuable 
observations, our Twitter 
feed provides a real-time 
connection to an infl uential 
community of independent 
fi nancial advisers.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION 
@FINPLAN
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Fidelity Investments & Pyramid Design is a registered service mark of FMR LLC.

Before investing, have your client consider the funds’ investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. Contact Fidelity 
for a prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this information. Have your client read it carefully.
758030.2.0 FIDELITY INVESTMENTS INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES COMPANY, INC., 500 SALEM STREET, SMITHFIELD, RI  02917 1.9861474.101

Demonstrating your value in an increasingly complex and competitive environment is a daily 

challenge. Our direct exposure to investor, intermediary, and institutional trends enables us to 

combine our investment insights with actionable solutions you can put to work for your clients.

Stand up.
Stand out.
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PLANNERS HAVE RECENTLY FACED PERSISTENT 
headwinds  as they’ve tried to grow their practices.  

Business may have slowed in part due to clients going 
on summer vacations, advisers say, with several noting 
they were taking time off as well.

In the wake of Brexit, the Retirement Adviser Confi-
dence Index — Financial Planning’s monthly barometer 
of business conditions — inched up 3.1 points to 52.3, back 
into positive territory but  still below pre-Brexit levels.

Clients’ willingness to take on risk did increase, accord-
ing to the index. Yet advisers report clients are waiting for 
a more opportune moment to up allocations, citing cur-
rent upheaval overseas and nervousness about the poten-
tial economic impact of the presidential election.

“As has been the case for several months, clients are 
very concerned by the upcoming presidential election 
and what is in store for tax rates, budget deficits, interest 
rates, etc.,” a planner notes. Another planner says many 
clients have more money to invest but are holding back 
until after Nov. 8. 

Several advisers also report that they themselves are 
guarded in the face of recent volatility and uncertainty. 

Meanwhile, advisers are preparing to confront 
changes wrought by the new fiduciary rule, due to be 
phased in starting in April. Some advisers see the rule 
crimping their business opportunities.

The regulation “will likely severely limit the number of 
retirement accounts we manage,” a wealth manager says.

One planner says she’s hesitant to make changes to 
her practice. She’s waiting for clarity on how the fiduciary 

Summer Slowdown
Advisers say clients are willing to take on more risk, but are looking for better 
buying opportunities.

The Retirement Adviser Confidence Index, published in partnership with ADP®, is created by the editors of Financial Planning 
and is based on a monthly survey of about 300 advisers. Visit financial-planning.com for more results.

ADP and the ADP logo are registered trademarks of ADP, Inc. ADP does not provide tax, financial, investment or legal 
advice, or recommendations for any particular situation or type of retirement plan.
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rule will impact the retirement planning market.
The fiduciary rule is also popping up in conversations 

with clients, advisers report. “The increasing news about 
fiduciary statuses in the industry, as well as more education 
on sponsors’ role as fiduciaries, has led to a higher or con-
sistent interest in retirement plan reviews,” a planner says.

Contributions to retirement plans increased 3.8 points 
to 59, according to the index.

Some advisers say changes in local economic condi-
tions have temporarily boosted some business.“We’ve had 
a moderate increase in IRA business due to some layoffs 
at the local employer groups we service, but we don’t see 
these layoffs as a trend moving forward,” one adviser says.

The Retirement Advisor Confidence Index is com-
posed of 10 factors — including asset allocations, invest-
ment product recommendations, economic and risk fac-
tors, taxes and planning fees — to track trends in wealth 
management. RACI readings below 50 indicate deterio-
rating business conditions, while readings over 50 indi-
cate improvements.   — Andrew Welsch                                      FP
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www.WomenAdvisorsCHI.com

Network With Elite 
Financial Advisers
The Woman Advisers Forum Chicago is dedicated to 
fostering the growth and success of women in the industry, 
and brings together leaders to network and make business 
and intellectual connections that will help them to succeed.

From start to fi nish, the Women Advisers Forum is the place 
for women in the advisory business to gather cutting-edge, 
valuable insights on how to take their practice to the next 
level and network with an elite group of senior level 
fi nancial planners and advisers.

Join conversations around:
•  The Future of Financial Advice
• Paradigm Shifts in the Industry
• And much more!  

Interested in speaking? Want to suggest a session 
topic? Contact Julie Dienes at (212) 803-6594 or by 
emailing Julie.dienes@sourcemedia.com

TO REGISTER CONTACT 
Stephanie DeMartino at 
(212) 803-6091 or by emailing 
Stephanie.DeMartino@sourcemedia.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
about sponsorship opportunities, contact 
Michael Schott at (212) 803-8567 or by emailing 
Michael.Schott@sourcemedia.com. 
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BENCHMARK

ADVISERS SAY THEY’RE BECOMING 
more cautious about increasing clients’ 
asset allocations due to uncertain con-
ditions abroad and pricey valuations  
at home.

Planners reported increases in allo-
cations to global equities and bonds 
in the wake of the Brexit vote, but not 
enough to put numbers into positive 
territory, according to the latest edition 
of the Global Asset Allocation Tracker, 
which polled 330 advisers.

Many advisers say there are buying 
opportunities in global equities, but 
clients are hesitant because of political 
events and global upheaval. “Foreign 

is cheap, but for a reason,” one wealth 
manager says.

Another wealth manager cites eco-
nomic conditions in China as a “big 
worry.” Other advisers noted how 
shocking Brexit was to clients, as well 
as concerns about how the coming 
U.S. presidential election could impact 
domestic and global economies.

Though global markets may face 
headwinds now, non-U.S. equities 
remain a “great” long-term investment, 
a planner says.

Still, convincing clients of the value 
of investing in foreign equities is prov-
ing difficult, particularly with regard to 

higher-yielding, riskier assets in emerg-
ing markets, advisers report.

“The attempted coup in Turkey 
was a rude awakening to investing in 
emerging markets. ... The total disre-
gard of life by ISIS has the world and 
investors worried about when and 
where the next terrorist attacks will 
occur,” one adviser says.

Another adviser says his team con-
tinues to allocate about 20% of client 
assets to global equities, including 
emerging markets.

“The recent turmoil has not deterred 
us from keeping our allocation as such,” 
he says. —Andrew Welsch                            FP

Instability Breeds Hesitancy
Faced with high valuations and global upheaval, advisers are slow to boost allocations.
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voyainvestments.com

1 Metrics are based on observations of rolling 3-year annualized returns over the last 30 months, calculated on an annualized, gross-of-fees basis, 
and includes mutual funds as well as pooled and separately-managed institutional portfolios that fall within our traditional (long-only commercial 
book of business that remain open as of 6/30/16. If terminated and other accounts had been included, results may have di� ered from that shown. 
Source of performance returns is Voya Investment Management, and further detailed information regarding these calculations is available 
upon request.   
2 Metrics presented use pre-determined criteria to measure each individual investment product based on its ability to either A) rank above the median 
of its peer category; or B) outperform its benchmark index on a gross-of-fees basis. Generally speaking, the results for unconstrained, fully-active 
investment products were based on relevant peer category rankings while those of “enhanced index”, rules-based, risk-constrained, or client-
specifi c investment products were based on benchmark-relative performance. Metrics are calculated on an annualized basis and includes mutual 
funds as well as pooled and separately-managed institutional portfolios that fall within our traditional (long-only) commercial book of business that 
remain open as of 6/30/16. If terminated and other accounts had been included, results may have di� ered from that shown. Source of performance 
returns and peer medians is Voya Investment Management but is based in part on data from Morningstar (mutual funds) and eVestment (institutional 
composites). Further detailed information regarding these calculations is available upon request. 
Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
©2016 Voya Investments Distributor, LLC, 230 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10169. IM-0721-26299-0717

A reliable partner committed to reliable investing.®
Learn more at voyainvestments.com/Reliable/FP and follow us @voyafa.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

A clear way 
forward

At Voya Investment Management, reliability is the 

cornerstone of our investment philosophy.   

Our long-term perspective favors sound investment principles 

that are well-aligned with the priorities of retirement investors. 

Our clear and disciplined investment processes are designed 

to maximize the probability of repeatable performance. 

Our focus on consistent delivery of strong, risk-e�  cient results 

is refl ected in our investment returns.

86% of the time 

our portfolios 

outperformed their benchmark 

on a rolling 3-year basis.1 

85% of our assets 

outperformed 

their benchmark or category 

median on a 5-year basis.2

Partner with us for strong, 

research-driven investment 

solutions across multiple 

platforms:

• Equities

• Fixed Income 

•   Multi-Asset Strategies 

and Solutions

for institutions and individuals looking 
for a reliable investment partner
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★★★★
20 specialized 
teams inside every 
target-date portfolio
When it comes to investing for retirement, we believe in a deeper level 

of  diversi� cation. That’s why each of our target-date portfolios employs 

20  specialized investment teams from more than a dozen elite asset 

managers  worldwide. With assets actively allocated across traditional and 

alternative  asset classes, it’s just the kind of  risk-mitigating diversi� cation 

we look for as a  manager of managers. We think it’s a better way to invest.

Discover our different approach at jhinvestments.com.

1  For each fund with at least a 3-year history, Morningstar calculates a Morningstar rating based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return that accounts for variation in a fund’s 
monthly performance (including effects of sales charges, loads, and redemption fees), placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. 
The top 10.0% of funds in each category, the next 22.5%, 35.0%, 22.5%, and bottom 10.0% receive 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 star(s), respectively. (Each share class is counted as a fraction 
of one fund within this scale and is rated separately, which may cause slight variations in the distribution percentages.) The overall Morningstar rating for a fund is derived from a 
weighted average of the performance associated with its 3-, 5-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar rating metrics. John Hancock Retirement Living through 2025 Portfolio’s 
Class R6 share overall rating was 4 stars out of 160 funds and 3 stars out of 123 funds for the 3- and 5-year periods, respectively. Please note that Class R6 shares may not be 
available to all investors and that performance of other share classes may vary. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

Diversi� cation does not guarantee a pro� t or eliminate the risk of a loss.
The portfolio’s performance depends on the advisor’s skill in determining asset class allocations, the mix of underlying funds, and the performance of 
those underlying funds. The portfolio is subject to the same risks as the underlying funds and exchange-traded funds in which it invests: Stocks and bonds 
can decline due to adverse issuer, market, regulatory, or economic developments; foreign investing, especially in emerging markets, has additional risks, 
such as currency and market volatility and political and social instability; the securities of small companies are subject to higher volatility than those of 
larger, more established companies; and high-yield bonds are subject to additional risks, such as increased risk of default. Each portfolio’s name refers 
to the approximate retirement year of the investors for whom the portfolio’s asset allocation strategy is designed. The portfolios with dates further off 
initially allocate more aggressively to stock funds. As a portfolio approaches and passes its target date, the allocation will gradually migrate to more 
conservative, � xed-income funds. The principal value of each portfolio is not guaranteed and you could lose money at any time, including at, or after, 
the target date. Liquidity—the extent to which a security may be sold or a derivative position closed without negatively affecting its market value, if at 
all—may be impaired by reduced trading volume, heightened volatility, rising interest rates, and other market conditions. Hedging and other strategic 
transactions may increase volatility and result in losses if not successful. Please see the portfolio’s prospectus for additional risks.
A portfolio’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses should be considered carefully before investing. The 
prospectus contains this and other important information about the portfolio. To obtain a prospectus, contact your 
� nancial professional, call John Hancock Investments at 800-225-5291, or visit our website at jhinvestments.com. Please 
read the prospectus carefully before investing or sending money.
NOT FDIC INSURED. MAY LOSE VALUE. NO BANK GUARANTEE. NOT INSURED BY ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCY.
John Hancock Funds, LLC, member FINRA, SIPC. © 2016 John Hancock. All rights reserved.

John Hancock Retirement 
Living through 2025 Portfolio

Class R6: JLEIX

Managed by 
John Hancock Asset Management

Top Morningstar ratings1

★★★★
Overall Class R6 rating as of 6/30/16 
out of 160 target date 2025 funds

A diversity of elite managers

  Barrow, Hanley, 
Mewhinney & Strauss

  Boston Partners

  Dimensional 
Fund Advisors

  Epoch Investment 
Partners

  First Quadrant

  Franklin Templeton

  GMO

  Jennison Associates

   John Hancock 
Asset  Management

  PIMCO

  Standard Life Investments

  Stone Harbor 
Investment Partners

  T. Rowe Price

  Wellington Management

  Wells Capital Management

  Western Asset  
Management Company

   Representative list of asset managers as of 6/30/16.
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MOST PEOPLE WHO PROVIDE FINANCIAL 
advice self-identify on their websites and 
business cards as professionals: as advisers, 
planners or (popular with the brokerage 
firms) vice presidents of investments. And I 
think because most of these people provide 
at least some level of analysis for their 
customers, they’ve convinced themselves 
that their primary activity is advice rather 
than sales.

Yet when I look at the annual broker-
dealer surveys, I find, with very few excep-
tions, that their dually registered reps gen-
erate much more of their revenues from 
commissions than from fees. The BDs of 
insurance companies, meanwhile, are 
almost exclusively commission-driven. That 
tells me a different story from what I read on 
business cards.

Years ago, when I lived in the Atlanta 
suburbs, the comedian Jeff Foxworthy 
came out with a hilarious series of books, 
which had a lot of comments that started 
off with the phrase, “You might be a redneck  
if …” followed by something that would make 
some of my neighbors laugh uncomfortably, 
such as, “You and your dog use the same 
tree.” Or: “You think the last words to The 
Star Spangled Banner are: ‘Gentlemen, start  
your engines.’ ”

In the spirit of Foxworthy, I’d like to help 
readers self-assess whether they truly act as 
professionals or whether they’re really sales 
agents in disguise.

You might be a salesperson if …
You spend a lot of time trying to find the 

assets that your clients are hiding from you.
Your conversations with clients raise, 

rather than lower, their fears about market 
risk, and your solutions are products, rather 
than behavior change.

You have sales award plaques on your 
wall instead of a CFP certificate.

You earn more in trail commissions than 
from assets under management.

You’ve accepted at least one upfront 
recruitment bonus in the last three years.

You talk up your book to anyone who will 
listen,   even though you’ve never actually 
written a book.

You’ve never recommended a passively 
managed mutual fund or ETF for a client 
portfolio.

You still believe that fee-only planners 
“don’t implement.”

You believe that every person in America 
is underinsured.

You aren’t totally sure how equity-
indexed annuities work, but you whole-
heartedly recommend them.

Someday you hope to move up to a Series 
7 from a Series 6.

You’ve changed broker-dealers at least 
once because the new one offered a higher 
payout percentage.

You oppose any rule that would require 
full disclosure of adviser compensation.

You worry that you’re not getting your 

You Might Be a Salesperson If …
Here’s a self-assessment exercise to help you determine where you are on 
the path to professionalism, courtesy of Bob Veres. 

If you believe 
that every 
person in 
America is 
underinsured 
… then you 
might be a 
salesperson.

VERES
INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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fair share because “the grid” is more compli-
cated than you think it should be.

You’ve recommended nontraded REITs 
as a way to help your clients capture “the illi-
quidity premium.”

Your income goes up sharply every time 
you hear a motivational speaker.

You honestly believe that every “no” 
brings you one step closer to a “yes.”

Your team meetings end in a rousing 
group cheer.

Most of the session presenters featured 
at the national conferences that you attend 
are wholesalers.

Your compliance department would 
never allow you to sign a fiduciary oath.

Your financial planning software’s pri-
mary output is how much life insurance a 
person needs.

The investments you recommend for 
taxable portfolios require a discussion of the 
benefits and costs of the riders.

You’re a proud member of one of the 
organizations suing to overturn the  Depart-
ment of Labor’s fiduciary rule.

Your production levels qualify you for all-
expenses-paid trips to exotic locations.

Your recommendations change when-
ever this or that company offers periodic 
bonus commissions.

You wonder whether your client relation-
ships belong to you or your company.

The main reason you meet with clients 
on an ongoing basis is to collect referrals.

You got into this business primarily 
because of the income potential.

There are people in your book that you 
haven’t seen in years, and you don’t know 
whether they’re still clients.

You believe affluent is a target market.
At the end of the year, you’ll make certain 

investment recommendations because they 
will push you up on the payout grid.

You have a lot of designations on your 
business card that you have earned over 
various weekends.

You compare notes with your peers over 
whether this is a successful year, and client 
outcomes are never mentioned.

You meet with allied professionals, and 
the conversation inevitably turns to an offer 
to trade clients or pay for them.

The balls you take on the golf course were 
provided by your favorite wholesaler.

Your primary goal in client meetings is 
identifying hidden objections and overcom-
ing them.

The most persuasive reason to become 
a wealth manager is you’ve read surveys 
that say wealth managers make, on average, 
more money than you do.

You believe that every effort to regulate 
sales activities is just another restriction on 
consumer choice.

You want to be regarded as a profes-
sional in the marketplace, but you oppose all 
efforts to create professional standards.

TOWARD PROFESSIONALISM
In the spirit of Foxworthy, this is not 
intended to cast aspersions on sales agents, 
but only to help you assess where you are on 
the path to professionalism (and, I hope, to 
provide a moment of amusement).

My neighbors in Georgia were always 
entertained by Foxworthy’s “redneck” com-
ments, even though at least a few of them 
probably recognized their behavior (or, 
more likely, a former boyfriend’s) in one or 
another of the payoff lines.

What is serious is the fact that the finan-
cial planning world is at the very edge of 
creating a true profession. Before long, col-
lectively, we’re going to have to decide what 
subsets of those who call themselves finan-
cial planners or advisers belong in the club, 
and who should more accurately be identi-
fied as a salesperson.

I know that many of you don’t plan to 
change how you function, and that’s per-
fectly fine.

But if you’re among those who might be 
a salesperson and you want to be included 
among those who break from the pack and 
create a profession alongside doctors, CPAs 
and attorneys, then you might want to make 
sure that nothing about this column applies 
to you.                                                                                  FP

Bob Veres, a Financial Planning columnist in San Diego, is publisher of Inside Information, an information service for financial advisers. Visit 
financial-planning.com to post comments on his columns or email them to bob@bobveres.com. Follow him on Twitter at @BobVeres.

Do you believe 
that every 
effort to 
regulate sales 
activity is 
just another 
restriction 
on consumer 
choice? 

VERES
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HAVING A STRONG NETWORK OF 
fellow professionals, influencers and experts 
is crucial to achieving success as an adviser. 
The numbers speak for themselves:

• 72.7% of advisers my consulting firm 
studied report that their networks connect 
them to affluent prospective clients. 

• 83.3% say their social networks are 
an extremely important source or the most 
important source for attracting new clients.

The benefits are myriad: a new source of 
revenue through affluent-client introduc-
tions, stronger loyalty among existing clients 
because of the enhanced skills and expertise 
your network provides, exponential growth 
from a steady stream of ideal clients, and  
maybe even greater career enjoyment. Elite 
advisers who excel at networking tell me 
time and again that collaborating with other 
professionals is tremendously energizing.

Unfortunately, much advice we receive 
about building networks is bad. Just going 
to random meetups or joining elite orga-
nizations doesn’t typically lead to the best 
results. To build successful networks, you 
must be systematic and smart:

1. Prepare. Reach out to others before 
you actually need help. As you begin, ask 
yourself some key questions about where 
you are today:

• How powerful is your network? Is it 
meeting your needs? 

• Does it solve your professional chal-
lenges? For example, does it help you deliver 

a broad range of services and expertise to 
your clients?

• Does your network connect you to 
affluent investors who are ideal clients?

• Does it generate a steady stream of 
quality prospect introductions?

The most obvious business need that 
requires a great network is the imperative for 
more business. Great networks help gener-
ate business through various types of work-
ing relationships, such as joint ventures.

But great networks are also vital if your are 
going to provide services in estate planning, 
asset protection and other advanced planning 
issues. No adviser alone can be the top expert.

A great network of resources is also key 
to better understanding the clients you cur-
rently serve or want to serve. 

2. Expand and seek. The best way to find 
collaborators for your network is to position 
yourself in the middle of the action. The way 
to do that is to serve as a wealth manager 
coordinating efforts of a team of profession-
als on behalf of shared affluent clients.

Start by identifying four key outside 
experts to partner with: a private client law-
yer, an accounting specialist, a life insurance 
expert and a personal lines specialist. 

Then, there are ancillary profession-
als you might add to meet specific clients’ 
needs. For example, if you work with the 
estate of an entrepreneur who had many 
businesses, you might need a valuation spe-
cialist and a credit analyst.

Mastering the Art of Networking
No adviser alone can be an expert for all clients’ needs. A network of fellow 
professionals and experts must be cultivated, John J.  Bowen Jr. says.

Much advice 
about building 
networks is 
bad. To build 
successful 
networks, 
you must be 
systematic
and smart. 

BOWEN
ELITE ADVISER
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In addition, you may need to increase the 
overall robustness of your network in order 
to get ahead. That means you need connec-
tions that will help you reach out and access 
lots of people with many resources.

A network with range has:
• People who differ from you demo-

graphically (occupation, skill sets, back-
grounds, hobbies, even geography).

• People who differ from one another.
• People who are not too intercon-

nected. It’s best actually if a low percentage 
of your network knows one another.

Having a diverse network gives you the 
ability to leverage what’s known in market-
ing circles as the strength of weak ties — that 
is, help and insights from people you aren’t 
especially close with, or even from friends of 
friends whom you don’t know at all. It can 
also plug you into a broader range of ideas 
and expertise than you might get from a 
homogenous network.

3. Meet and listen. When you speak 
with potential network members, don’t 
spend your time boasting about how great 
you are. Get to know them by asking them 
questions like these: 

• What are the three key financial con-
cerns that members of your community are 
asking you about?

• What have been some of your biggest 
marketing successes with this community?

• How do you differentiate yourself from 
your peers?

• Talk about your experience working 
with advisers — what has worked for you, 
and what hasn’t?

You should be fully engaged as an active 
listener when they respond.

4. Look for the economic glue. Your 
questions will help you discover how you 
can help members of your network in their 
efforts to attract and serve clients. This is cru-
cial. Too often, networking is nothing more 

You need 
connections 
that will help 
you reach out 
and access 
lots of people 
with many 
resources.

BOWEN

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:      OR CALL:

jeffnat.com/monumental       1.866.667.0564

JNL201601-A015

JUST $240/PER YEAR1   
Average annual fee
savings: $2,985 less 
than Traditional VAs.2

ADDS 100-200BPS OF 
RETURN WITHOUT
INCREASING RISK
Unlimited tax deferral 
paired with JeffNat’s
fl at fee potentially helps 
assets accumulate 
faster. 3

BROADEST RANGE
OF ASSET CLASSES 
Including non-
correlated, hybrid and 
liquid alts that manage 
volatility and provide 
downside protection.

NO RIDERS, NO M&E,
NO SURRENDER FEES
The completely
transparent and liquid 
platform for unlimited 
tax deferral. 4

In 2006, JeffNat introduced the fi rst fl at-fee, no load Investment-Only VA.  Since then, Monument Advisor has been
#1 in the market.  It’s saved clients over $97 million in fees.  And it’s gathered crowds of over 3,000+ RIAs and Fee-Based 
Advisors who are fast becoming the new model for how to do business.  Small wonder.  Look at all it’s got going for you.

JNL201601-A015

1Jefferson National’s Monument Advisor has a $20 monthly fl at-insurance fee. 
Additional low-cost fund platform fees ranging from .10% - .35% will be assessed for 
investors wishing to purchase shares of low-cost funds.  See the prospectus for details.  
Certain low-cost funds may only be available to you if you retain certain investment 
advisors.       2 Annual savings are based on an industry average M&E charge of 1.35%. 
Monument Advisor’s fl at annual insurance fee of $240, and a Monument Advisor average 
contract value of $$239,000 (as of 12/15).      3 Morningstar, Taxes and Investment Perfor-
mance 2013.         4 The IRS may charge a 10% tax penalty on any withdrawal made before 
age 59 ½.       Variable annuities are subject to market fl uctuation and risk. Principal value 
and investment returns will fl uctuate and you may have a gain or loss when money is 

withdrawn.        Variable annuities are long-term investments to help you meet retirement 
and other long-range goals. Withdrawals of tax-deferred accumulations are subject to 
ordinary income tax. Withdrawals made prior to age 59½ may incur a 10% IRS tax penalty. 

Variable Annuities are issued by Jefferson National Life Insurance Company, (Dallas, 
TX), or Jefferson National Life Insurance Company of New York (New York, NY) and 
distributed by Jefferson National Securities Corporation, FINRA member.  Policy series 
JNL-2300-1, JNL-2300-2, JNL-2300-3, JNL-2300-1-NY.

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.   NOT FOR PUBLIC USE.

Monument Advisor.  Leading   the pack 10 straight years.

BHI Jeff erson National Financial Planning 15.75” X 5.25”
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than a bunch of people seeing what they can 
get from one another. By positioning your-
self to help others reach their professional 
goals, you will immediately stand out as 
someone without selfish motivations. When 
you help others, it creates what is commonly 
called the law of reciprocity — being helped 
by someone, we feel almost compelled to 
then turn around and help that person.

Of course, for a relationship to move for-
ward, it needs to be mutually beneficial, so 
you’ll want to figure out if the other person 
can assist you, too.

If you see the potential for a synergistic 
relationship, you can start exploring the 
economic glue that will bind you together 
in ways that create win-wins.

There are two forms of economic glue: 
• Business development. Like you, 

otherprofessionals want more clients. If 
you work together to help grow your busi-
nesses, you create economic glue that will 
maintain their desire to keep sending busi-
ness your way.

• Revenue sharing. Whether another 
professional will (or even can) enter into a 
revenue-sharing agreement depends on 
various rules. But by sharing revenue, the 
economic glue becomes even stickier.

Ultimately, the payoff is a steady stream 
of new prospective client introductions, 
which might include top clients of the other 
professionals’ firms, as well as associates and 
partners within those firms. Some success-
ful advisers in our coaching program have 
generated tremendous AUM growth simply 
by serving executives in CPA firms and other 
firms within their networks.                                  FP

John J. Bowen Jr., a Financial Planning columnist, is founder and CEO of CEG Worldwide, a global coaching, training, research and consulting firm 
for advisers in San Martin, Calif.
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ADVISERS HAVE TWO CHOICES WHEN 
it comes to marketing — pick a niche or be  
a generalist.

With the niche approach, planners must 
use a variety of approaches to reach their tar-
get market. Content is written around spe-
cific planning needs, investment approaches 
can be designed with that market’s specific 
life and career stages in mind and the advis-
er’s language may change to include some of 
the target audience’s native vernacular.

With the generalist approach, the message 
and content are distributed everywhere in the 
hope that they’ll stick somewhere. The mes-
sage can appeal to a wider audience, but the 
adviser looks like every other adviser trying 
the same approach.

Still, a niche approach may not always be 
the best option, either. What happens when 
that niche does not respond? Or they respond, 
but the conversion of prospects into paying cli-
ents doesn’t provide a reasonable ROI? Should 
you keep going, or switch to another market?

I have faced this problem in my practice 
over the past 12 months. I’ve been marketing 
to K-12 educators in Illinois for the past four 
years. While I’ve reached many in my target 
market and they are aware of who I am, the 
conversion of these leads into paying clients 
hasn’t resulted in the business I need.

In my situation, I believe the problems 
come from both the target market and my 
own practice management. I’m trying to reach 
a market whose members, on the whole, don’t 

believe they have a problem. Illinois teachers 
have been told that, as their pension has been 
manhandled by state government, all prob-
lems in their financial future are a result of this 
and they have no control over the outcome.

But when certain Illinois teachers can earn 
over six figures by their early 40s, they have 
a lot more control over their situation than 
they realize. Some have recognized this and 
reached out for guidance, but many choose to 
rely on their 403(b) agent.

IS IT THE TARGET MARKET, OR ME? 
As an introvert and someone who generally 
avoids awkward social situations, I find it dif-
ficult to meet teachers I don’t know. Writing 
and content generation are my forte, and this 
does attract some potential clients, but I feel 
my efforts could yield better results with more 
face-to-face situations. I know this hurdle 
won’t disappear with a different niche market, 
but having one whose members understand 
they need guidance may make things easier.

For advisers in this situation, if you didn’t 
do adequate market analysis on your niche 
before figuring out your target market, now is 
the time to do it.

Does your niche have specific needs, and 
enough of them to build a continued market-
ing campaign around? Will they understand 
how you can best solve their issues? Is the 
adviser marketplace for this demographic 
saturated already, or is it being underserved? 

If you happened to build your campaign 

Finding Your Niche (or Not)
Target a new market or become a generalist? Whatever the choice, ditching 
your marketing strategies should not be done lightly, Dave Grant says.

If you didn’t 
do adequate 
market 
analysis on 
your niche 
before figuring 
out your target 
market, now
is the time 
to do it.

GRANT
NEW GENERATION
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around a market that doesn’t need financial 
advice, or at least believes they don’t need it, 
that may have been poor planning on your 
part. If it’s a market that needs specialized 
advice but your content and brand haven’t 
reached them, maybe you need to re-exam-
ine your tactics , and change strategies.

TO PIVOT OR ABANDON?
An important question that needs to be 
addressed is whether you should abandon 
your target market completely and go in 
another direction, or reduce the amount of 
marketing you’re doing to them, in order to 
focus on new activities in a new market.

I love working with teachers. Teachers can 
make the best clients and they have so much 
trust in the relationship that to abandon this 
market segment would be penalizing myself 
as well as them. 

Knowing this, I turned my RIA website, 
which also hosted my blog and bookstore, into 
just the blog and store. My RIA would move 
over to another site with a different branding 
message, but I would continue my efforts in 
educating and attracting teachers as clients.

But what if you decide to change your tar-
get market, or become a generalist? Giving up 
your previous marketing efforts and gained 
knowledge of a particular market segment 
should not be taken lightly.

First, examine what has led to this decision. 
Is it lack of business or reduced passion for the 
demographic? If business isn’t converting, how 
many tactics have you tried, has enough time 
passed to see results and should you be explor-
ing other marketing options before throwing 
in the towel? Only by understanding the met-
rics behind your methods so far will you know 
if you have more avenues to explore. 

If the passion is gone, it is wise to let this 
niche go and pursue another one. No client 
will want to work with an adviser who doesn’t 
truly care about them and their issues, and is 
just looking to add to the bottom line.

Often, job seekers are coached to not 
leave a job without having another one lined 
up. The same can be said for advisers look-
ing to change their marketing focus; leaving 

one niche behind is foolish if there is not one 
waiting to be tackled.

For myself, I’m putting aside the focused 
world of K-12 teachers. My new focus will be 
on a topic that every client I’ve worked with 
has faced, but also has a large emotional angle 
to it — retirement planning. My aim is to open 
up my client base to those who want impactful 
discussions on this topic, and who are inter-
ested in looking at the numbers associated 
with fruitful retirement planning. 

While still being a fee-only adviser using an 
hourly, retainer and robo adviser fee model, 
I believe I’ll appeal to a larger segment of the 
market without leaving my first-loved clients 
behind. I realized as I was working with such 
a specific niche is that, while I was valuable 
to those people, my hyper-focused RIA name 
(Finance for Teachers) was pushing some 
qualified clients away. As the only NAPFA 
adviser within a 10-mile radius of my location, 
I was losing location-specific business as I had 
niched down. For a new RIA where income is 
the main goal, that seemed to be counterintui-
tive to making it long term as a business owner.

TAKE YOUR TIME
If you’re wrestling with changing your mar-
keting focus, don’t make the jump just yet. 
Seek to understand what your next approach 
will be, and learn from the experience you’ve 
been through. Take time to understand why 
this approach didn’t work, and what you can 
take into another campaign. 

If you are moving from one niche to 
another, this needs to be accompanied by a 
story, so people can understand why working 
with you is better than working with another 
— and also why you made the change. There’s 
no guarantee that making this change will 
solve your marketing and client-acquisition 
problems. I’m aware that, even with a com-
plete rebrand of my RIA, I could still be look-
ing for a job in another 12 to 24 months.

I’m looking forward to exploring a niche 
and marketing approach that is different from 
the one I’ve labored in for the past four years. 
It’s taken a while to not see this change as fail-
ure, but as a learning experience.                             FP

Dave Grant, a Financial Planning columnist, is founder of the planning firm Retirement Matters and the Finance for Teachers Network in Cary, Ill. 
He is also the founder of NAPFA Genesis, a networking group for young, fee-only planners. Follow him on Twitter at @davegrant82.

If the passion 
is gone, it is 
wise to let a 
niche go 
and pursue 
another one. 

GRANT
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SOME CALL THEM MILLENNIALS,                       
others call them Gen Y. Some even call them 
echo boomers, because their parents are part 
of the baby boom generation.

Whatever you choose to call them, this 
group, comprised of people born roughly 
between 1977 and 1992, makes up the larg-
est proportion of the U.S. labor force. Con-
sequently, understanding what they want 
from their jobs is becoming more important.

Millennials have been portrayed by some 
as spoiled, lazy and entitled, but they actu-
ally have an edge over the rest of the work-
force. They are tech-savvy multitaskers, and 
are the most educated generation in history.

Understanding millennials is essential 
for the long-term success of your business. I 
recommend focusing on five key workplace 
areas as you seek to engage and motivate 
your growing millennial team. 

COACHING
Millennials were raised with constant coach-
ing and feedback. When done well, coaching 
will keep them engaged in their work.

This does not need to be time-consum-
ing or overly formal. Send a quick email or 
text message, or have a two-minute con-
versation. By doing so, you can more easily 
course-correct performance early on.

Millennials tend to value autonomy: They 
want to be trusted to complete assignments 
correctly and punctually. No one likes to be 
micromanaged, and doing so is a sure way to 

lose millennials’ loyalty and engagement. 
Millennials don’t view managers as 

experts, because they can access informa-
tion instantly through a variety of online 
sources. Instead, managers are considered as 
coaches and advocates. Once you have hired 
talented young people, you must provide 
learning opportunities and guidance.

COLLABORATION
Millennials were raised under heavy super-
vision. This generation didn’t grow up in a 
world like mine, where we left on our bikes 
on a summer morning and returned just in 
time for dinner. They were driven to soccer 
practices and music lessons, and summer 
days were spent at carefully selected camps.

But their early, supervised exposure to 
team sports has made them the best collabo-
rators in generations. If your firm’s purpose 
and goals are understood by millennials, 
they will be natural collaborators. Make sure 
you are clear about deadlines and business 
boundaries.

Boomers and Gen Xers take an individu-
alistic approach to life and work, but millen-
nials tend to crave collaboration and team-
based work projects. 

That means teaching your employ-
ees how and when to collaborate. Offer 
roundtables that encourage innovative 
thinking across generations. Make col-
laboration an integral part of everyone’s  
job description; recognize and reward 

Attracting Millennial Advisers
Younger planners are looking for tech advancement, structure and other key 
characteristics at their workplaces, Kelli Cruz says.

Millennials 
tend to value 
autonomy: 
They want 
to be trusted 
to complete 
assignments 
correctly and 
punctually.

CRUZ
HUMAN CAPITAL
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employees for collaboration through your 
compensation program. 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Millennials were raised with structure, and 
are accustomed to assessment. They expect 
these metrics to continue in the workplace.

Start by creating distinct job descriptions 
that might help them understand what their 
role is and what each job requires.

From there, use the job descriptions to 
develop performance goals, which commu-
nicate what is expected above and beyond 
the basic job tasks. Goals should be linked to 
targeted objectives. Also, reveal to employ-
ees how their performance contributes to 
the firm’s overall performance.

According to a study conducted in 2015 
by FutureStep, 23% of surveyed millennial 
employees said it was “the ability to make an 
impact on the business” that was most valu-
able to them. Linking an individual’s perfor-
mance to your firm’s strategic initiatives will 
help attract and retain millennial recruits.

CAREER TRACKS
Smart companies provide employees with a 
steady flow of new assignments and learning 
opportunities, ensuring that people advance 
their knowledge and responsibilities. While 
baby boomers and Gen Xers crave job secu-
rity and structure, millennials seek employ-
ability and flexibility. They want to continu-
ally learn and meaningfully add to their skills.

In addition, smart managers provide a 
defined plan for progress, development and 
growth over the employee’s career. The plan 
should cover the progression of the skills and 
experience needed, such as continuing edu-
cation, certifications (CFP, CFA), time in job 
requirements, sales and marketing, financial 
management, compliance and risk manage-
ment, and people management experience.

When designing career tracks, make sure 
to include rewards that are particularly mean-
ingful to employees. Learn how they respond 
to possible opportunities to take on more 
responsibility in — and outside — the firm. 
Also, stress flexibility and support of work/life 
balance and, of course, cash rewards.

Many millennials entered the workforce 
during the great recession, and saw their par-
ents, colleagues and friends lose financial sta-
bility. Consequently, millennials already worry 
about ensuring their financial stability during 
retirement. Adding to their financial stress is 
the fact that this generation has on average 
$20,000 in student loans after graduating 
from college, so paying down debt is a priority.

I recommend you offer a mix of com-
petitive cash compensation (base salary plus 
incentives or bonuses) as well as medical and 
retirement benefits. Firms that pay cash com-
pensation at the industry median or slightly 
above will gain an edge in attracting the best 
of this generation and thus, retaining them.

Most important, when it comes to com-
pensation design, keep it simple and struc-
tured. Simplicity and transparency — letting 
millennials know exactly what is expected 
and what are their returns — are key ele-
ments of a successful compensation plan. 
Implementing a structured plan will make 
team members feel secure and give your 
organization a significant leg up.

THE INTANGIBLES
Don’t overlook that millennials often value 
flexibility in their hours and dress codes, 
access to fitness or health awareness pro-
grams, tech gadgets and even the ability to 
listen to music (with headphones, of course) 
while working. They are continuous learners, 
so offer them educational reimbursement 
and other structured training programs.

Creating a culture that is flexible and 
relaxed, has open communication, encourages 
sharing and innovation, and offers flexibility is 
a good step to keeping millennials engaged. 

Open and honest communication is 
highly valued by millennials, and they 
expect it from their leaders. Therefore, when 
focusing on creating a comfortable culture, 
consider not just the formal surroundings 
but also the nature and tone of how you 
communicate. Good communication will 
also help them understand their role in the 
organization, and may break down some of 
the wariness of business environments that 
this generation has.                                                        FP

Kelli Cruz is a Financial Planning columnist and the founder of Cruz Consulting Group in San Francisco. Follow her on Twitter at @KelliCruzSF.

Millennials 
seek 
employability 
and flexibility. 
They want to 
continually 
learn and 
meaningfully 
add to 
their skills.

CRUZ
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It’s no secret that Americans worry about retirement. Many aren’t sure how much to 
save, how to invest or how to make their nest eggs last.  Despite the need for guidance,  
just 16% of advisors actively market themselves as retirement experts.*

It’s a good time for advisors to consider this growth area, says Jake Tuzza, head of  
Intermediary Distribution with Voya Investment Management.

Voya’s Retirement University for Advisors™ can help advisors position themselves as retire-
ment specialists. It’s a professional development program that addresses key concerns of both 
personal and DC clients. A key featured course, Tap into the Power of Consistency, covers two 
important areas.  First, Investing 360 o�ers powerful tools for selecting historically consistent 
funds as the foundation of e�ective retirement portfolios. Next, Engagement 360 provides 
practical ways to address clients’ fears through volatile markets and help promote consistent 
client behaviors.

At the heart of Investment 360 is an innovative approach to analyzing mutual fund  
managers. By examining six important factors, Voya believes, advisors can find funds that have 
historically delivered consistent, repeatable results. 

Tuzza o�ered additional insights for advisors who want to work with clients throughout the 
retirement saving and investing journey.

FP: Despite the sizable demand for personal  
retirement planning, very few advisors consider  
themselves retirement specialists. Why?

JT: More than 70% of advisors say they expect to see 
an increase in personal retirement clients, but only 16%  
actively market themselves as retirement specialists.* 

There’s a pretty simple reason why. They lack the tools 
and resources. Financial advisors wear many hats. They  
provide investment advice, advice on taxes, college  
savings, stock options and real estate. Part of the mission 
of Voya’s Retirement University for Advisors is to help 
advisors better articulate their services and the value they 
bring to clients. This will help them expand their retirement  
expertise so they can attract new clients and better serve 
existing ones. This is a huge opportunity for advisors who 
decide to highlight their retirement expertise as a way of 
setting themselves apart from the competition.

FP: How can advisors demonstrate value and stand out?

JT: If the advisor is looking to be a retirement expert,  
one way to demonstrate their expertise is by building  
consistent and reliable portfolios that help clients achieve their 
retirement goals.  Another way is to help clients adopt positive, 
consistent behaviors. 

The combination of consistent portfolios and consistent client 
behaviors results in enhanced retirement outcomes. 

FP: How can advisors use the education provided in Voya’s 
Retirement University to have more e�ective conversations 
around retirement with clients?

JT: Retirement University provides proprietary insights 
based on extensive research conducted by Voya Investment 
Management. 

One featured course, Tap into the Power of Consistency, 
is divided into two main categories: Investment 360 and 
Engagement 360. On the investment side, we’ve developed 
a new way to identify fund managers that have delivered 
repeatable, reliable performance over time. 

The engagement side helps advisors promote consistent client 
behaviors and decisions.

FP: Can you explain the methodology Voya created  
to evaluate fund managers for repeatable, consistent  
results? 

JT: Among the thousands of mutual funds, there’s tremendous 
variation of returns between the best and the worst performing 
funds. That’s a huge challenge for advisors when selecting 
funds for clients. So we developed a new way to help identify 
historically consistent managers. We call our approach the 
Consistency LensTM.

First, we use rolling three-year 
returns, which we believe provide  
a clearer picture of performance than point-in-time  
returns.

Take the large-cap universe. If you look at the period  
between 2005 and 2015, the range of possible outcomes was 
18%, with the best performing funds returning 17%, and the 
worst returning only 1%. 

If we took that same universe and applied the Consistency 
Lens  the range of possible outcomes narrows to just 4%--with 
13% at the top and 9% at the bottom -- reducing the range of 
uncertainty. 

The Consistency Lens can help advisors identify those funds 
that have delivered consistent excess returns with less risk 
over time. We don’t believe these factors should replace other 
fund analysis, but it’s a good addition to advisors’ due diligence.

Take advantage of the retirement opportunity by focusing  
on consistency

To learn more visit:  
RetirementU.voya.com/FP

Source: Employee Benefits Research Institute,  
https://www.ebri.org/pdf/briefspdf/ebri_ib_413_apr15_rcs-2015.pdf

* Practical Perspectives, Advisors Working With Retirement Clients, April 2016.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Jake Tuzza
Voya Investment Management 
Head of Intermediary Distribution

Look Through the Consistency Lens TM
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LAST YEAR WASN’T A VERY GOOD ONE FOR RIAs IN 
generating profits and controlling expenses.

Expenses rose more quickly than revenue, according to the 
new FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design. 

Median overhead per client jumped 31%, and overhead 
expenses as a share of revenue for a typical firm leaped to 
38% last year, up from 34% in 2014. As a result, 2015 income 
metrics failed to surpass the record highs reached the previ-
ous year. 

Median operating profit declined more than six percent-
age points to 19.6%. Median income per owner dropped 
24%, to $318,000. For every dollar of revenue generated in 
2015, the typical firm converted 48 cents to owner income, 
defined as job compensation plus operating income. That’s 
down from 55 cents in 2014. 

The number of firms able to maintain sustainable growth 
also declined, from 33% of all firms in 2014 to 26% in 2015.

“Much, though not all, of the recent downturn in advisory 

firm performance can be attributed to securities markets,” 
says Dan Inveen, a consultant for TD Ameritrade, which 
acquired the research, benchmarking and consulting capa-
bilities of FA Insight in June.

“As revenues decline, firms simply can’t adjust their costs 
quickly enough,” Inveen adds. “This is partially due to the 
inflexibility of certain fixed costs. Nonetheless, it may be a 
good idea to maintain all team members in a downturn. It’s 
not as if your workload is lightening. And it’s important to 
have capacity on hand when markets turn upward again.”

Advisers can do more to insulate their firms from down-
turns. “Improving operational efficiency, providing superior 
client service and fostering more proactive business devel-
opment are just a few of the areas,” he says.

INDUSTRY’S ACHILLES’ HEEL
Sustainable growth, another key metric for advisory firms, 
may be an Achilles’ heel for the industry, the study suggests.

“We’re seeing a sharp decline in firms that are maintain-
ing sustainable growth,” Inveen says.

About one-third of those surveyed were firms whose 
growth was “at risk.” They experienced significant growth 
but encountered growth-related challenges, including not 
spending enough time on business development or over-
burdening staff with too much work or extra hours.

Other growth-related pitfalls included escalating over-
head, high staff turnover due to hasty hires or burnout, and 
declining service quality. All are the result of what the study 
terms “out-of-control growth.”
        How can firms achieve feasible, sustainable growth?

First, principals must decide whether to grow organically 
or through mergers and acquisitions.

Marketing, new-client business development and opera-
tional efficiency are organic growth drivers that firms said 
they would emphasize going forward, the study found.      FP

RIA IQ

Expenses Rose, Profits Slipped
RIA firms didn’t adjust their costs quickly enough in 2015. What can this 
teach advisers about insulating their firms from future down markets? 

BY CHARLES PAIKERT

Source: FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms, Growth by Design, 2016

Types of M&A transactions for RIAs 
in the past five years

Merger with another
advisory firm

Acquisition of a multi-
professional advisory firm

Acquisition of a book
of business only

Acquisition of a solo adviser
with existing practice 50%

15%

14%

6%

Charles Paikert is a senior editor at Financial Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @paikert.
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PLANNERS ARE OFTEN CALLED ON TO INVEST ASSETS 
held in trust, but how do you decide which assets are most 
suitable for a particular type of trust? 

The following is an explanation of key features of 
common trusts, with suggestions regarding investment 
approaches that might make sense for each one. 

BYPASS OR CREDIT SHELTER TRUST
One of the most common trusts used in estate planning shel-
ters the amount of exemption from tax available on death. 
Assets are typically held in such a trust to benefit the sur-
viving spouse, but other descendants are often included as 
beneficiaries as well. On the death of the surviving spouse, 
the assets pass to heirs without being taxed in the surviv-
ing spouse’s estate, hence the assets bypass the surviving 
spouse’s taxable estate.

Some credit shelter trusts mandate payment of income 
to the surviving spouse each year. If so, a primary invest-
ment objective will be to generate that income. Others per-
mit income to be sprinkled at the trustee’s discretion to the 
surviving spouse and descendants, so investing to generate 
income may be less relevant.

Historically, the objective of a credit shelter trust was to 
grow assets out of the surviving spouse’s estate, so, absent 
a mandatory income distribution requirement, the invest-
ment plan might have tilted toward growth assets.

With recent tax law changes, the surviving spouse’s 
estate may no longer face an estate tax. In such cases, 
growth will simply mean higher income tax costs to heirs, 
with no commensurate estate tax savings. In these cases, 
it might be advisable to move assets out of the trust (by 
permissible distributions, or even terminating the trust 
if allowable).

Otherwise, a new investment objective might be to limit 
the unrealized appreciation inside the trust, as those assets, 
by virtue of being excluded from the surviving spouse’s 
estate, will not qualify upon his or her death to have the basis 

stepped up. Thus, the investment objective might shift from 
growth to income. Growth assets might be better held in the 
surviving spouse’s own name and nongrowth assets in the 
trust to maximize the assets that will obtain an income tax 
step-up upon death.

QTIP MARITAL TRUST
These trusts are intended to qualify for the estate tax mari-
tal deduction. A requirement of this deduction is the pay-
ment of income at least annually to the surviving spouse, 
who must be the sole beneficiary. This income distribu-
tion requirement influences the investment allocation 
selected.

Nevertheless, consideration must be given to protecting 
the trust and growing it for remainder beneficiaries, espe-
cially if they are children from a prior marriage in a case 
where a husband has formed the trust for his second wife.

Unlike the credit shelter trust, QTIP trust assets will gen-
erally be included in the estate of the spouse. So if his or her 
estate is not expected to be taxable, trust assets upon death 
will receive a basis step-up, with no offsetting tax cost. If the 

HIGH NET WORTH

Investing Trust Assets
Planners should be aware of the many options for their clients, and how to 
invest in each.

BY MARTIN M. SHENKMAN
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Single or joint withdrawal?

When the time comes, 
your clients get to choose 
what’s best for them.

We believe that if life changes, your clients’ retirement income strategy should be fl exible enough to 

change with it. Great-West Financial® is committed to retirement and to the advisors and brokers 

who develop retirement income strategies for their clients. We off er insurance, investment and 

retirement income products designed to get people to — and through — retirement.

The principal underwriter is GWFS Equities, Inc., and securities, when off ered, are off ered through GWFS Equities, Inc. and/or other broker/dealers.  GWFS Equities, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Great-West 
Life & Annuity Insurance Company. 

Great-West Financial refers to products and services provided by Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company (GWL&A), Corporate Headquarters: Greenwood Village, CO; Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company of New York 
(GWL&A of NY), Home Offi  ce: NY, NY; and their subsidiaries and affi  liates. The trademarks, logos, service marks and design elements used are owned by GWL&A. (06/16)  PT269828

FOR BROKER/ADVISOR USE ONLY.  Not for use with the public.

Call us at 800-520-7271 or go to 
www.GreatWestProducts.com 
to watch the video and fi nd out more.
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With recent 
tax law 
changes, a 
surviving 
spouse’s 
estate may no 
longer face an 
estate tax.

estate is expected to be subject to an estate 
tax, consideration should be given to that risk.

IRREVOCABLE LIFE INSURANCE TRUST
Traditional insurance trusts held little in the 
way of liquid assets, other than an insurance 
policy. Cash may have sat idle in a checking 
account, or was invested in cash equivalents.

While this remains true for many insur-
ance trusts, it has become more common for 
life insurance to be held in trusts that own 
substantial other assets. In such a case, it 
might be advisable to determine the cash flow 
needed to maintain current and expected 
future life insurance, with any excess being 
invested under a longer-term plan.

Once the insured dies, proceeds must be 
invested in a manner that fits the post-death 
trust objectives. Historically, many trusts 
simply mandated that assets be distributed 
on death. In such instances, the appropri-
ate investment plan might have been to 
hold the insurance proceeds in a checking 
account pending distribution.

Other trusts may divide the insurance 
proceeds after death into trusts for each ben-
eficiary. In that case, an investment plan for 
each separate trust should be determined, 
based on the terms of the trust document 
and circumstances facing each beneficiary.

REVOCABLE (LIVING) TRUSTS
Because these trusts are fully controlled 
by the settlor who created the trust invest-
ments, allocations can be whatever the set-
tlor wants. There’s a trap with these trusts, 
however. If the settlor becomes incapacitated 
and a successor trustee takes over, that suc-
cessor will probably be subject to the stan-
dards of a prudent investor and state law. If 
so, merely maintaining the investment plan 
of the settlor might no longer be permissible.

Confirm who the trustee is and whether 
he or she is aware of their responsibilities. 

DYNASTIC TRUSTS
Such trusts were used historically to pay for 
college, and would have been invested in a 

manner appropriate to that goal. With the 
growth of 529 plans, the use of grandchil-
dren trusts for this purpose has waned.

Now, trusts for grandchildren typically 
provide long-term growth for future uses. 

Such trusts would obviously suggest a 
long-term investment horizon, but be cau-
tious in drawing that conclusion. Many of 
these trusts include provisions permitting 
the trust to own personal use assets. These 
might well be intended to help a grandchild 
or other descendant buy a house. If that is 
permitted in the trust and the beneficiary 
has this goal, this fact may be relevant to the 
investment time horizon and risk profile.

GRANTOR RETAINED ANNUITY TRUST
These trusts, often referred to as GRATs, are 
created to minimize estate taxes. Histori-
cally, the optimal manner to structure these 
trusts was to use short-term GRATs with a 
granular asset allocation. Each GRAT would 
have one stock or asset class. If any GRAT 
grew substantially, it would be “immunized” 
by swapping in cash for the highly appreci-
ated assets. When the GRATs ended, the pro-
cess would be resumed. This is referred to as 
“rolling” or “cascading” GRATs.

Given the current environment of very 
low interest rates and threats in the Obama 
administration’s tax proposals to eliminate 
GRATs,  a different approach may be needed. 
With the threat of repeal, the ability to re-
GRAT assets sequentially year after year is 
not certain. 

Thus, the planning for GRATs for clients 
who are not elderly should be longer-term 
and might be funded with a diversified port-
folio. The goal of these might be to simply 
shift investment performance in excess of 
the current low interest rates out of the cli-
ent’s estate over the term of the GRAT.

The planning for this possible new 
application is dramatically different than 
years past. Advisers must be careful to 
understand all the specific trusts and plans, 
and not rely on past practices for future 
guidance.                                                                       FP

CEQUIZ
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Martin M. Shenkman, CPA, PFS, JD, is a Financial Planning contributing writer and an estate planner in Fort Lee, N. J. He runs laweasy.com, a 
free legal website.
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THE CASE OF

THE  
MISSING 
INCOME 
SOURCE
Ultralow interest rates mean a reliable 
basis of retirement income has vanished.  
Here’s how advisers are ensuring  
clients have a fresh strategy.
BY CHARLES PAIKERT

“We’re not changing the way 
we plan, but we’re changing the 
conversation,” says Kacy Gott, 
senior financial manager for 
Meritas Wealth Management in 
Larkspur, Calif.
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I
n her office in Bloomington, 
Minn., Janet Stanzak keeps a 
crystal ball on a table. 

“It’s a humble reminder that 
we cannot predict or know the 
future,” says Stanzak, principal 

of the Bloomington, Minn., planning 
firm Financial Empowerment, and the 
2015 Financial Planning Association 
chairwoman. 

The crystal ball is employed most 
often when clients come in to talk 
about their own futures.

Clients are worried about rising 
health care costs, taxes and having 
enough money to maintain their 
lifestyle, Stanzak says. Historically, 
fixed-income yields have been a 
stalwart pillar of retirement sav-
ings. But yields have been in a long, 
steady decline. 

In July, the yield on 10-year U.S. 
government bonds fell to a historic 
all-time low: 1.36%. In mid-August, 
the rate was 1.51%. The highest-rated 
10-year corporate bonds were yielding 
less than 2% at that time.

And the prospect of rates rising 
sharply anytime soon appears remote. 

The Social Security and Medicare 
Trustees Report for 2016 is projecting 
real interest rates — subtracting for 
inflation — will average 2.7% over a 
75-year period. 

Investors could see total bond 
returns as low as 0% to 1% over the 
next 20 years, according to a recent 
report by consulting giant McKinsey.

When it comes to clients’ worries 
about loss of income due to the dismal 
interest rate environment, Stanzak 
points out that, even though interest 
rates are low, the rate of inflation has 
also been minimal.

As a result, Stanzak and other plan-
ners say they are focused on asset 
returns minus inflation.

“Because of the inflation environ-
ment, what we need for a real return 
of around 3.5% to 4.5% with stocks 

Making the Most of Social Security
�ese are worthy strategies for maximizing government retirement 
income for married couples — even ones headed for divorce.

DELAY FILING
Follow the golden rule for Social Security planning: Delay filing for ben-
efits. �is helps protect against one of the greatest risks to retirement 
income — living longer than anticipated. Longevity risk has become a 
major concern for planners as life expectancies continue to rise. Con-
sider a married couple where both spouses are 65. �ere is now a 50% 
chance one will live till 92, and a 25% chance one will make it to 97.

Historically low interest rates make delaying a better deal than ever. 
With 10-year Treasuries paying barely over 1%, the guaranteed 8% 
increase for each year delayed in monthly Social Security payments for 
life is hard to beat.

COUPLES’ STRATEGIES
Last year, Congress did away with the popular file and suspend strat-
egy. However, other features that benefit married couples remain a 
pillar of Social Security. 

�e most basic is the spousal benefit. It provides 50% of the 
worker’s benefit to the spouse, who is at least 66 years old, even if that 
spouse never had a single day of Social Security-eligible earnings.

�e restricted filing strategy remains available for anyone born be-
fore Jan. 1, 1954. �is approach works best when each spouse has a sig-
nificant work history.  Restricted filing allows a person at least 66 years 
old to claim spousal benefits while simultaneously allowing benefits 
based on his or her own work history to continue to accrue delayed 
retirement credits until age 70.  At that point, he or she switches to his 
or her own, higher, benefit. 

PLAN FOR SURVIVING SPOUSE
One important goal of retirement planning is to maximize income for 
the surviving spouse. When one spouse dies, household income can 
immediately drop significantly, while there may only be a modest de-
crease in expenses.

�e survivor benefits provide the surviving spouse with the higher 
of  either their own benefit, or 100% of their deceased spouse’s benefit.  
Best planning typically entails delaying filing for benefits of the highest 
wage earner as long as possible until age 70.

REMEMBER THE EX
If a client is divorced from a marriage of at least 10 years and not remar-
ried, he or she is eligible to claim spousal or even survivor benefits 
based on the work history of the ex-spouse. �e ex-spouse need 
not even have filed for benefits, and it is not necessary to notify the 
ex-spouse. Surprisingly, if your client remarries after his or her 60th 
birthday, he or she can still collect survivor benefits based on the 
ex-spouse . — Paul Norr

Paul Norr is a CFP with Bucks County Financial Planning Group in 
�ousand Oaks, Calif. 
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Investment Products Offered: Are Not FDIC Insured | May Lose Value | Are Not Bank Guaranteed

AB has joined forces with Morningstar Investment Management LLC and 
industry-leading managers to deliver a truly next-generation retirement 
solution. Driven to improve outcomes in new ways, together we’re helping  
keep retirement goals on target and Ahead of Tomorrow.®

 AB MULTI-MANAGER SELECT RETIREMENT FUNDS

Discover more at ABglobal.com/go/mms
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TARGET-DATE FUNDS
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and  bonds over the long term is not 
over the top,” Stanzak says. “Even 
clients who are in their 60s are look-
ing at a 30-year timeline for retire-
ment planning. We’re not going to 
blow up our entire investment phi-
losophy because of the state of inter-
est rates today.”

Kacy Gott, senior financial plan-
ner at Meritas Wealth Management in 
Larkspur, Calif., agrees. 

“For younger clients — those more 
than three years away from retire-
ment — we’re maintaining long-term 
real-return expectations of 3.5% to 
4%,” Gott says. 

A MODEL PORTFOLIO
To achieve those returns, Meritas is 
using a model portfolio composed of 
approximately 25% to 30% in fixed 
income and 70% to 75% in equities. 

The fixed-income holdings now 
have a shorter time horizon and must 
be of high quality, Gott says. Such 
portfolios include DFA and Vanguard 
funds, while 2% or less is in cash, and 
6% or  7% is in TIPS.

Equities in the portfolio are over-
weighted in value stocks, primarily 
large- and small-cap domestic and 
international holdings. Domestic and 
international REITs compose less 
than 10% of Meritas’ model portfolio.

Low interest rates are causing 

many clients to hold higher than nor-
mal levels of cash, notes Ben Emons, 
chief economist and head of credit 
portfolio management for Intellectus 
Partners, a San Francisco-based RIA.

“But,” Emons says, “you have to 

manage liquidity well” — and keep an 
eye out for investment opportunities.

“A lot of asset classes are improv-
ing,” he points out, citing companies 
in the energy market as an example.

High-quality corporates may also 
be an opportunity, he says, as are 
“selective” emerging markets assets, 
keeping in mind currency risks.

‘NO MAGIC PILL’
“There’s no magic pill to create 
income in a low-interest-rate envi-

ronment,” Scott Highmark, president 
of St. Louis-based Mosaic Family 
Wealth, likes to remind his clients. 
“You want to structure your portfo-
lio in retirement so you know where 
your cash is coming from, and be cau-

tious and thoughtful about imple-
mentation.”

Highmark advises clients to con-
sider dividend-paying stocks that 
may  offer double the yield of 10-year 
Treasuries.

Despite advisers’ warnings, clients 
who are willing to accept risk and are 
desperate for yield have been flock-
ing to ETFs specializing in emerging-
market bond funds and high-yielding 
funds holding junk bonds.

The risk may be high, but the yields 
are tempting: CCC or lower-rated 
bonds were posting yields around 14% 
through late July.

Opportunistic clients, particu-
larly the wealthier ones, have more 
choices, says Greg Curtis, chairman of 
Greycourt & Co., a Pittsburgh-based 
family office.

“If a client can manage the behav-
ioral stresses of a 90% stock portfo-
lio — and that’s a very big ‘if’ for most 
investors — moving to a more aggres-
sive asset-allocation strategy might 
be preferable to settling for 3% annual 
returns,” Curtis says.
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REFERRING TO A CRYSTAL BALL IN HER OFFICE, 
JANET STANZAK, PRINCIPAL OF FINANCIAL 
EMPOWERMENT, SAYS, “IT’S A HUMBLE 
REMINDER THAT WE CANNOT PREDICT OR KNOW 
THE FUTURE.” 
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and the election
How can investors best prepare for the outcome of the upcoming 
Presidential election? There are tax policies associated with each 
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and tax efficient investing.
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Select clients may also want to take 
advantage of the premium for illiquid-
ity, Curtis says.

“Investments that aren’t imme-
diately liquid offer investors a return 
premium over similarly risky invest-
ments that are liquid,” he notes. 

Clients who want to profit from 
illiquidity need to “identify areas of 
appropriate illiquid opportunities 
and invest with the best managers 
in each sector, typically found in 
venture capital, private equity, pri-
vate real estate and long/short hedge 
funds,” Curtis says. 

REAL ESTATE BOON
For many clients, especially those 
who have 30-year mortgages on 
homes that have increased in value, 
low interest rates may actually be 
advantageous when it comes to their 
retirement planning.

Even clients who have refinanced 
their home loans in the past few years 
may find solid financial gains from 
adjusting their mortgages again. Just 
calculate how long it takes to amortize 
the costs of making the change. 

“The government is subsidizing 
part of the interest, so if you have a 
3.5% mortgage, after tax, it’s 2.5%. If 
you pay off the mortgage, it’s a guar-
anteed return of 3.5%. But over a 
30-year time horizon, equities should 
earn more than 3.5%”

To be sure, in an ultralow inter-
est rate environment, it’s prudent to 
recalibrate the expectations put for-
ward to a client.

“We’re not changing the way we 
plan, but we are changing the con-
versation,” Gott says. “There has to be 
lower expectations.”

Part of that readjustment means 
advisers will have to input more-
realistic future rates of return for a 
retirement-planning needs analysis, 

says Michael Finke, dean and chief 
academic officer at the American 
College of Financial Services in Bryn 
Mawr, Pa.

“If advisers are using a Monte 
Carlo tool, they’ll be using historical 
asset returns, and they might be giv-
ing clients an overly rosy picture,” 
Finke says.

Indeed, advisers should remem-
ber that global political and economic 
unpredictability could fuel continued 
low rates, cautions Emons.

“Uncertainty has been one of the 
biggest drivers of interest rates,” 
Emons says. 

“And it’s hard to see how that’s 
going to change with the U.S. elec-
tions  coming up this year, European 
elections next year and a potential 
surprise from OPEC.”

CALCULATOR DISCREPANCIES
When making retirement-planning 
estimates for income, advisers must 
be very careful when selecting which 

calculators they use.
A recent study of retirement 

income projection calculators by Cor-
porate Insight, a New York research 
firm, found a spread of approxi-
mately 60% between the largest and 
smallest projections. 

“Advisers have to be aware that 
the returns from the calculations they 
are using today may be wrong,” says 
Andrew Way, senior retirement ana-
lyst for the firm. “Nothing is more dan-
gerous than false confidence.”  

But advisers should also remind 
clients that times can change abruptly 
and unexpectedly.

“The crystal ball reminds us how 
hard it is to see beyond the moment,” 
Stanzak says. “Rates are low now, but 
won’t be forever.”                                           FP
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Benchmark Bond on the Decline
Yields on the 10-year Treasury have fallen to historic lows.
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Charles Paikert is a senior editor of Financial Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @paikert.
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FOR MOST ADVISERS, THE SINGLE HARDEST PART
of growing their business is simply acquiring new 
clients. With little to invest in marketing, most business 
development strategies involve approaches that have little 
or no upfront cost, such as informally asking for referrals, or 
partnering in formal RIA solicitor referral agreements that 
share a percentage of the revenue from the client.

The upside of this approach is that advisers have an 
opportunity to incentivize a marketing partner, with no 
upfront marketing costs. The downside, however, is that 
given the high client retention rates of most advisory firms, 
revenue-sharing agreements can be an astonishingly expen-
sive tool in the long term.

For firms with 95%+ client retention rates, it would be 
more profitable to spend a year’s worth of client revenue to 
obtain the next new client, a strategy that can produce an 
incredible 400% ROI — with the caveat that few advisers can 
afford an initial investment that might take years to recover.

Nonetheless, examining the marketing practices of lead-
ing independent firms — and even those 
of the more successful robo advisers — it 
appears that the firms most focused on 
scaling their businesses are beginning 
to eschew revenue-sharing agreements, 
in favor of far more long-term-profitable 
upfront-marketing investments.

UNDERSTANDING LIFETIME VALUE
For advisory firms providing ongoing 
services for ongoing payments — for 
instance, receiving recurring AUM fees 
for providing ongoing investment man-
agement and planning services — a single 
client relationship can be incredibly valu-
able to the business. Not just because of 
the advisory fee itself, but its cumulative 
value over time when advisory firms have 

annual client retention rates as high as 95% to 98%.
For instance, a client for whom the adviser manages 

$500,000 in assets, and charges a 1% AUM fee, will pay the 
adviser $5,000 a year. With a 95% retention rate, clients will 
stick around for an average of 20 years, which means a single 
$500,000 AUM client would represent a potential $100,000 
of cumulative revenue for the adviser’s ongoing services.

Of course, much of the revenue that the adviser generates 
will go to pay staff, overhead and other costs to operate the 
business itself. Nonetheless, once subtracting out expenses, 
a firm with a healthy 25% profit margin will still generate a 
significant amount of lifetime profits from one client rela-
tionship. Anticipating $100,000 of lifetime client revenue 
means an expectation of $25,000 of lifetime client profits.

With such a significant lifetime value for a typical client, 
advisers could arguably spend far more than they do try-
ing to reach prospects. In the aforementioned example, an 
adviser who spent $5,000 in marketing costs just to get a 
single client — which would be 100% of the client’s first-year 

The Pitfalls of Revenue Sharing
Very low or no upfront costs have the potential to bite down hard 
on an adviser’s future profits.

BY MICHAEL KITCES
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annual client retention rates as high as 95% to 98%.
For instance, a client for whom the adviser manages 

$500,000 in assets, and charges a 1% AUM fee, will pay the 
adviser $5,000 a year. With a 95% retention rate, clients will 
stick around for an average of 20 years, which means a single 
$500,000 AUM client would represent a potential $100,000 
of cumulative revenue for the adviser’s ongoing services.

Of course, much of the revenue that the adviser generates 
will go to pay staff, overhead and other costs to operate the 
business itself. Nonetheless, once subtracting out expenses, 
a firm with a healthy 25% profit margin will still generate a 
significant amount of lifetime profits from one client rela-
tionship. Anticipating $100,000 of lifetime client revenue 
means an expectation of $25,000 of lifetime client profits.

With such a significant lifetime value for a typical client, 
advisers could arguably spend far more than they do try-
ing to reach prospects. In the aforementioned example, an 
adviser who spent $5,000 in marketing costs just to get a 
single client — which would be 100% of the client’s first-year 

The Pitfalls of Revenue Sharing

Advisory 
firms have 
valuable  
clients, but 
may lack the
capital to 
effectively 
market 
to them.

revenue to the firm — would actually enjoy 
over time a 400% ROI on their marketing 
dollars. In other words, the incredibly high 
lifetime client value justifies a significant 
investment in marketing and client acquisi-
tion costs.

DETERMINING LIFETIME VALUE
While the example above demonstrates how 
a firm could spend $5,000 in marketing dol-
lars to obtain a single $500,000 AUM client 
and still come out ahead in the long run — to 
the tune of 400% ROI — there is one signifi-
cant caveat: Pursuing such a strategy would 
create a severe short-term cash flow crunch.

After all, for a client who pays a $5,000 
AUM fee on which the firm earns a 25% 
profit margin, it may take nearly four years, 
presuming annual profits of $1,250, just to 
recover the initial investment. Only then, 
given the firm’s great retention rate, does the 
client even start to become profitable.

Paradoxically, this means advisory firms 
have phenomenally valuable clients, but 
may lack capital to market to them effec-
tively (because of the long recovery period). 
After all, if a firm had unlimited access to 
capital, surely it would want to market and 
deploy those dollars as rapidly as possible, 
given that every $5,000 of marketing dollars 
spent produces a 400% ROI. And arguably, 
most advisers may well be able to devise a 
marketing strategy to get a single client for 
even less than $5,000 of client acquisition 
costs — which only makes it even more valu-
able to invest more in marketing.

Nonetheless, given the lack of available 
marketing dollars to spend, firms tend to 
rely on alternative marketing approaches 
that do not require upfront capital, whether 
pursuing informal referral marketing strate-
gies — which rely on the cost of the adviser’s 
time but not hard dollars — to formal referral 
agreements that pay an RIA solicitor a per-
centage of ongoing client revenue (but only 
on a variable basis as earned).

SHARING GETS EXPENSIVE
Revenue-sharing agreements — including, 
notably, popular adviser referral programs 
from the leading RIA custodians — have 

become a popular way to bring in new cli-
ents because they represent a purely vari-
able cost for the business. The firm only pays 
if/when the client comes on board, and even 
then payments to the referrer only occur as 
payments come in from the client. Conse-
quently, the firm never worries about cash-
flow crunches, because revenue-sharing 
referral agreements have no upfront costs.

The caveat, however, lies in the afore-
mentioned retention rate. A 95% rate means 
an adviser can expect to do business with 
clients for an average tenure of 20 years. It 
also means the revenue-sharing agreement 
will be paid for an average of 20 years as well.

Presuming again the $500,000 AUM 
client paying a 1% AUM fee, this means an 
agreement to pay the referrer a 25% share of 
client revenue will amount to paying 25% x 
$5,000 annual fee = $1,250/year. With a 95% 
retention rate and a 20-year average client 
tenure, that amounts to a $25,000 cumula-
tive payment of revenue-sharing referral 
fees — just to get one client. And notably, 
$25,000 is equal to what was supposed to be 
the client’s lifetime value to the firm… leav-
ing no actual profits for the adviser.

SCALING AND COMPENSATION
Of course, firms often compensate their 
advisers based on client revenue as well, 
which means if 25% of the revenue is taken 
off the top for the referrer, then the net rev-
enue on which the adviser is paid will be 
reduced, such that there may still be a small 
amount of profit remaining for the advisory 
firm. Still, if the firm manages to retain a 10% 
profit margin ($500 per year of profits) after 
the revenue-sharing referral agreement, the 
lifetime client value is just $10,000, instead 
of the original $25,000. Consequently, the 
firm has given up 60% of its lifetime client 
value with its revenue-sharing agreement.

From this perspective, spending $5,000 
up front results in a 66% reduction in the 
cost of getting clients. And the difference 
will likely grow over time, too, because all 
the portfolio upside accrues to the benefit of 
the firm and its AUM fee, not the revenue-
sharing agreement.

Despite the incredible ROI potential for 

ALSO IN PRACTICE: P. 50: Should You Change Your Fees?
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Michael Kitces, CFP, a Financial Planning contributing writer, is a partner and director of wealth management for Pinnacle Advisory Group in 
Columbia, Md., co-founder of the XY Planning Network and publisher of the planning blog Nerd’s Eye View.  Follow him on Twitter at @MichaelKitces.

If the adviser 
has high 
turnover and 
poor client 
retention, 
revenue  
sharing might 
actually be a 
good hedge.

spending marketing dollars, few advisory 
firms are financially capable of pursuing the 
strategy. Especially as they get started, advis-
ers may have little choice but to engage in 
strategies like revenue-sharing for referrals.

And yet, given the high costs of client 
acquisition embedded in a revenue-sharing 
referral agreement, arguably firms should 
endeavor to move away from such arrange-
ments as quickly as they can. Ironically, if 
the adviser has high turnover and poor cli-
ent retention, a revenue-sharing agreement 
might actually be a good hedge against the 
risk of spending too much up front. Yet for 
firms that are established, and have a consis-
tently good retention rate, revenue-sharing 
agreements make even less sense.

The best example is Fisher Investments, 
the largest, privately held independent RIA 
in the country, that built a whopping $60 bil-
lion of AUM using primarily direct-mail mar-
keting, an extremely cost-intensive market-
ing approach up front, but one that has been 
incredibly profitable for them in the long run.

Similarly, many robo advisers have raised 
significant capital after building their initial 
platforms. The additional dollars are not 
intended to build the solution, but to help 

scale the marketing to get clients to invest. 
Again, once the business is confident that 
clients will stick around, it pays for the busi-
ness to raise capital just to plow those dollars 
straight into marketing for growth.

The strategy isn’t unique to robo advis-
ers. Recent industry benchmarking studies 
have revealed that the largest RIAs are also 
systematically scaling their own marketing 
efforts as well, as they discover that market-
ing may be expensive up front but, provided 
available cash flow, is ultimately the best 
return on marketing investment.

For any advisory firm, this still presumes 
that the adviser can devise a way to spend 
marketing dollars that attracts a single client 
at a cost of just one year’s revenue. In practice, 
however, most firms are so cash-constrained 
that they don’t even consider it, or fail to real-
ize the strategy’s long-term profitability.

While a variable-cost marketing approach 
like referral-based revenue sharing may be 
necessary for new firms lacking cash flow, it 
may be an adviser’s most expensive form of 
marketing. Even at a cost of paying an entire 
year’s worth of client revenue, it really can 
pay astonishingly good ROI to invest more 
into marketing up front.                                           FP
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NO MATTER WHAT YOUR FEES ARE, THERE’S ALWAYS 
the worry that you’re either too expensive and missing out 
on work, or too cheap and leaving money on the table. Four 
questions can help you determine whether to give yourself 
a cut — or a raise:

 1. How do your fees compare? When Amy Jo Lauber  was 
at “a very old, boutique, blue-blood firm,” her boss used $250 
an hour as his rate. “He was 60-something, had multiple cre-
dentials and extraordinary tax skills,” says Lauber of Lauber 
Financial Planning in West Seneca, N.Y. “I figured, OK, I’m 
younger and have less experience and fewer credentials, and 
I picked a number out of the air: $150 an hour. It turns out 
that this is about the going rate for someone with a CPA des-
ignation and about 20 years of experience.”

Planners who structure fees based on a percentage of 
assets under management find that “1% is kind of standard,” 
says Christopher McLaren, owner of Conscious Life Planning 
in Cincinnati. But McLaren charges less: 75 basis points, or 
50 basis points for $1 million and up. “I find that there’s not 
much difference between the amounts to manage, as long as 
the relationship issues are the same,” he says.

Justin Waller, owner of Waller Financial Coaching in 
Chico, Calif., charges $150 an hour for do-it-yourselfers look-
ing for a second opinion, $125 a month for younger clients 
who need fundamentals, and a percentage of assets under 
management for full-service clients. AUM fees are 50 basis 
points for the first $2.5 million, 25 bps for $2.5 million to 
$5 million, and 15 bps for more than $5 million.

2. How complex are your services? 
“A fee needs to reflect value and be something the client 

can afford,” McLaren says. He targets generations X and Y 
and charges $2,500 per year. 

3. Do you profit from project work? “My target price is 
based on the number of meetings I anticipate having with 
the client,” says Robert Schmansky, founder of Clear Finan-

cial Advisors in Livonia, Mich. He charges about $1,500 for 
what he calls a three-quarters plan. “We talk about retire-
ment and taxes,” he says. “I don’t do a lot with estate plan-
ning and insurance, though I do touch on them.”

Like Schmansky, Lauber doesn’t always create full plans 
for her clients. “I do these little pockets of analysis,” she says. 
“I charge a little less than $150 for some of my package deals, 
and I recently dropped the price of an annual review to $75 
an hour, just to get people to come back in. “They feel guilty 
because they haven’t done all the stuff they said they’d do.”

4. Are you the budget option? Schmansky cautions 
against being the undercutter. “At the beginning, I thought 
that if I just went out and charged a little bit less than every-
one else did, the phone would ring off the hook and I’d be 
swamped,” he says. It backfired. Clients signed up for simple 
reviews, but would then bring him complex work. 

Waller reached a similar conclusion. He has let clients go, 
he says, because “they were … always wanting more and try-
ing to drive down the amount they were paying.”                    FP

PRACTICE

Should You Change Your Fees?
These four questions can help an adviser determine if an increase 
is in order, or if a cut would make more sense.
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Ingrid Case, a Financial Planning contributing writer in Minneapolis, is a former editor at Bloomberg News.
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DEMAND FOR RETIREMENT PLANNING ADVICE HAS 
never been greater. Boomers are entering retirement, and 
estimates are they will inherit as much as $30 trillion in the 
years ahead. It’s no surprise, then, that just about everyone 
related to the financial services industry wants to provide 
retirement advice to wealthy boomers.

This need has caught the attention of some entrepre-
neurial folks who find fault with the current crop of retire-
ment planning software. Enter the co-founders of Nest Egg 
Guru: Jack De Jong Jr. and J.R. Robinson. De Jong is a CFA 
and finance professor at Nova Southeastern University in 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Robinson is the founder and owner of 
Honolulu-based Financial Planning Hawaii.

Nest Egg Guru software seeks to answer two seemingly 
simple questions: 1. How much will I have saved for retire-
ment? and 2. How long will my retirement nest egg last after 
I retire? As any experienced practitioner knows, these ques-
tions sound simple, but arriving at the answers is complex.

The current methodology employed by most profes-
sionals requires the practitioner to estimate future rates of 
return for various asset classes after inflation and taxes. It 
also requires the user to make assumptions about market 
volatility and other factors over the period being modeled.

THE DIFFERENTIATORS
A number of things differentiate Nest Egg Guru’s approach 
to retirement planning from that of its competitors. The 
essence of the software’s methodology is to address what 
the developers believe is the often overly optimistic outputs 
generated by the typical Monte Carlo simulations widely 
used by planning professionals today.

Nest Egg does this in a number of ways. One is to run 
5,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each scenario. They claim 
most competitors only run 250-500 simulations, numbers 
they deem insufficient to arrive at a reliable result.

Nest Egg Guru also allows advisers to take into account 
historically low rates on bonds and cash, something they say 

most competitors don’t allow. Furthermore, the application 
allows advisers to consider the impact of both internal and 
external fees and expenses.

Rather than looking at a full range of possible scenarios, 
Nest Egg Guru focuses on stress-testing the portfolio. It does 
this by downplaying the potential best 50% of returns in 
their Monte Carlo simulations, and focusing on the worst 
50% of return scenarios. To avoid making assumptions 
about future market returns, Nest Egg Guru randomly sam-
ples monthly index returns in their Monte Carlo simulations.

GETTING STARTED
To sign up for Nest Egg Guru, visit its homepage and click on 
the 14-day free trial button. Then supply some basic informa-
tion about you and your firm, including your logo, bio and 
disclosure statement. The software then creates a landing 
page for you and one for your clients.

Clients and prospects can access your white-labeled cli-
ent portal in one of two ways: You can provide a hyperlink 
through email, text message or social media, or you can 
embed code within your current website. In either case, cli-

Managing Retirees’ Nest Eggs
Just about everyone in financial services wants to offer retirement advice 
to wealthy boomers, but Nest Egg Guru stands out from the competition.

BY JOEL BRUCKENSTEIN
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most competitors don’t allow. Furthermore, the application 
allows advisers to consider the impact of both internal and 
external fees and expenses.

Rather than looking at a full range of possible scenarios, 
Nest Egg Guru focuses on stress-testing the portfolio. It does 
this by downplaying the potential best 50% of returns in 
their Monte Carlo simulations, and focusing on the worst 
50% of return scenarios. To avoid making assumptions 
about future market returns, Nest Egg Guru randomly sam-
ples monthly index returns in their Monte Carlo simulations.

GETTING STARTED
To sign up for Nest Egg Guru, visit its homepage and click on 
the 14-day free trial button. Then supply some basic informa-
tion about you and your firm, including your logo, bio and 
disclosure statement. The software then creates a landing 
page for you and one for your clients.

Clients and prospects can access your white-labeled cli-
ent portal in one of two ways: You can provide a hyperlink 
through email, text message or social media, or you can 
embed code within your current website. In either case, cli-

Managing Retirees’ Nest Eggs

I am not 
advocating 
that you ditch 
your current 
financial
planning
software 
and rely 
exclusively on 
Nest Egg Guru. 

ents land on a page that provides access to 
two calculators: a retirement savings calcu-
lator and a retirement spending calculator.

I logged on as a prospect to the retirement 
savings calculator which contains fields for  
years to retirement, current retirement sav-
ings, current income, total expected annual 
retirement contribution and rate at which the 
annual savings will increase. Required invest-
ment fields include current asset and detailed 
stock allocations, expected bond and cash 
returns, and estimated annual investment 
expenses. Maintaining these allocations dur-
ing retirement, or electing a declining glide-
path strategy, are other options. Submitting 
this data generates a pop-up requesting your 
name and email address to receive a full 
report. The calculator then runs 5,000 simu-
lations to arrive at a result summary, which 

provides four numbers: the total amount 
that would be saved based on the inputs, the 
growth over the period based on the top 20% 
of simulation results, the median result and 
the worst of the 5,000 simulation results.

A more detailed analysis is presented in 
table, bar graph and line graph format. Users 
are encouraged to explore how changing 
inputs will impact results. A free PDF copy of 
the report is emailed to the prospect/client.

A SIMPLISTIC ANALYSIS?
Readers may regard this analysis too simplis-
tic for many reasons, including the limited 
number of inputs and lack of attention to 
taxes. I put these concerns to Robinson, and 
here is an abbreviated version of his response:

“There is a general a perception that Nest 
Egg Guru’s Retirement Savings Calculator 
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Joel Bruckenstein, a Financial Planning columnist, is co-creator of the Technology Tools for Today conference series and technology guides 
for advisors. For more information, visit JoelBruckenstein.com. Follow him on Twitter at @FinTechie.

Despite some 
question 
marks, Nest 
Egg Guru is 
a worthy 
addition to the 
marketplace. 

will most often be applied to illustrate the 
range of expectations for IRAs and qualified 
retirement accounts. These could be Roth 
accounts or traditional pre-tax accounts or 
some combination thereof. All we are doing 
with the savings calculator is focusing the 
clients’ attention on the bottom half of the 
simulation results to give them a reason-
able estimate of how much their retirement 
nest egg may be worth under less than ideal 
future investment conditions, and to then 
show them how changing variables within 
their control … may change their results.

“While not accounting for taxes directly in 
the retirement savings or spending calculators 
has led some advisers to suggest that Nest Egg 
Guru’s analysis is too simplistic, it has been 
my real-world planning experience that, at 
a certain point, input complexity becomes 
inversely correlated to output accuracy and 
reliability. It is our firm belief that the attempts 
to incorporate detailed assumptions about 
taxes, and to incorporate many different asset 
classes is, in part, responsible for the criticism 
about various Monte Carlo applications pro-
ducing dramatically different projections.”

Readers can draw their own conclusions.

NUMBER-CRUNCHING
The retirement spending calculator is equally 
easy to use. The inputs are: number of years 
that retirement savings must last; current 
retirement nest egg value; desired initial 
withdrawal amount; future changes, if any, 
in the initial withdrawal amount; the same 
asset allocation information required by the 
savings module; and a withdrawal strategy.

Four withdrawal options are offered: 
maintain current allocation with annual 
rebalancing throughout retirement; spend 
down stocks first, then bonds, then cash; 
spend bonds first, then cash, then stocks; 
don’t spend down stocks following negative-
return years.

Output works the same as the other calcu-
lator. You enter your name and email address, 
and the application provides results. As with 
the savings calculator, the summary atop the 

page provides the vital information: what per-
centage of time your nest egg lasted longer 
than you did, and what percentage of time it 
didn’t. You also see a dollar result at the top 
20% of results, and the remaining dollars at 
the worst result of the 5,000 simulations.

Users can run simulations multiple times. 
What becomes readily apparent is that sim-
ply changing the withdrawal strategy can 
significantly impact portfolio sustainability. 
I ran the exact same fact set through the four 
different strategies available. Two of the four 
yielded an approximately 50% chance of 
success. Of the other two, one yielded a 78% 
chance of success, and another a 92% chance.

BOTTOM LINE
I’m not advocating that you ditch your cur-
rent financial planning software and rely 
exclusively on Nest Egg Guru. I do, however, 
think the software can be used as a lead-gen-
eration tool and a client-education tool.

The software is easy to set up and deploy. 
The cost is reasonable ($30 monthly or $300 
annually). Further discounts are available 
through a number of websites and the FPA.

I understand the developers’ reluctance 
to tackle the issue of taxes in such an appli-
cation. It gets you back to making assump-
tions, and it adds a great deal of complexity.

There are a few downsides to Nest Egg 
Guru in addition to the methodology, which 
some will object to. One is that there is no 
adviser dashboard. You receive an email 
with the name and email address of users, 
but you have to manually input that data 
into your CRM for follow up. There is no inte-
gration with any other planning software or 
custodial platform at this time. The develop-
ers argue that this would not be necessary, 
but advisers may feel differently.

Despite some question marks, Nest 
Egg Guru is a worthy addition to the mar-
ketplace. It has a great deal of appeal as a 
prospecting and education tool. Whether it 
becomes a primary retirement planning tool 
for advisers is something the market will 
decide over time.                                                                FP
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EVERYONE MAKES MISTAKES, INCLUDING ADVISERS. 
But here’s one blunder that every financial planner should 
take extra precautions to avoid: being careless about 
ensuring that their clients’ IRA beneficiary forms are in 
proper order. 

Failure to be vigilant in this area could ultimately cost 
beneficiaries millions of dollars in tax-deferred benefits. 
Let’s look at one case as an example of how disastrous an 
error like this can be. 

The story begins with the actual case of an IRA owner 
we’ll call Steve. Steve had two IRAs with the same custodian, 
and he worked with advisers employed by that custodian. 
As part of his estate plan, he named three trusts as his IRA 
beneficiaries. One trust was a 50% beneficiary, and two other 
trusts were each 25% beneficiaries. 

The three trusts were drafted to meet look-through 
requirements. The intention was to allow distributions after 
Steve’s death to be paid to the trusts from the inherited IRAs 
over the life expectancy of the oldest beneficiary of each of 
the trusts. 

Steve’s advisers joined another firm and became affili-
ated with a different custodian. Steve met with the advisers 
and decided to transfer his IRAs to the new custodian. In 
error, his advisers gave Steve a new beneficiary designation 
form that named his estate as the sole beneficiary of a single 
new IRA.

SIGNING IT AWAY
Steve signed the form, and his IRAs were transferred to the 
new custodian. There was no evidence that Steve actually 
intended to change his IRA beneficiary to his estate; all he 
intended was to transfer his IRAs to the new custodian. This 
error changed the beneficiary from the look-through trusts, 
which qualified as a designated beneficiary, to the estate, 
which is not a designated beneficiary.

After Steve’s death, the error was discovered, and there 
was an attempt to fix it.

First, the trustees went to court to modify the beneficiary 
designation for Steve’s IRA, so the trusts would be named 
instead of the estate. 

Here they met with success. Based on its finding of 
Steve’s intent, the court ruled that the beneficiaries of the 
IRA were the three trusts, as Steve had named them in his 
prior beneficiary designations. 

The order was retroactively effective to the date that 
Steve erroneously signed the beneficiary designation form 
with the new custodian. So far, so good. 

The next part of the plan did not go as smoothly. The ben-
eficiaries requested three private letter rulings, one for each 
of the trusts.

In each PLR, they asked the IRS to follow the court order 
and allow distributions to be paid from the IRA to the three 
trusts over the life expectancy of the beneficiary of each of 
the trusts.

AN IRS DENIAL 
The IRS denied the requests and said the inherited IRA must 
be paid out over Steve’s remaining life expectancy, because 

CLIENT

An IRA Beneficiary Fiasco
Advisers must be extra careful when helping clients transfer an IRA to a 
new custodian. Oversights mean plans may not be carried out as intended.

BY ED SLOTT 
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there was no designated beneficiary. Steve’s 
estate was named as the beneficiary at his 
death, and an estate cannot be a designated 
beneficiary because it is not a person and has 
no life expectancy.  

THE COURT ORDER 
But what about the court order that changed 
the beneficiary from Steve’s estate to his 
individual trusts?

 This did not fly with the IRS. As the IRS 
stated, “although the court order changed 
the beneficiary of the IRA under state law, 
the order cannot create a ‘designated benefi-
ciary’ for purposes of Section 401(a)(9).”

The IRS noted that courts have gener-
ally disregarded the retroactive effect of 
state court decrees for federal tax purposes. 
They said there are good reasons for this 
approach. Without it, claims would be filed 
in state courts for the sole purpose of trying 
to reduce federal taxes.

 Furthermore, federal tax liabilities could 
remain unsettled for years if state courts 
could retroactively affect the federal tax con-

sequences of completed transactions.

A STRING OF EXPENSES
Thus, the stretch over the life expectancies 
of the trust beneficiaries was lost, and the 
payouts to the trusts from the inherited IRA 
had to be based on the remaining life expec-
tancy of the IRA owner, which was likely to 
be much shorter. 

Steve was already over age 70 ½ when he 
named the trusts as beneficiaries. That age 
level creates a significant enough tax hit, but 
that is only part of the story.

If the fee for each PLR was $10,000, that’s 
$30,000 plus professional fees, which for 
three PLRs might be another $20,000 or 
more. In addition, there were the court and 
attorney costs involved.

Those were the costs after death. 

OTHER COSTS
In the planning phase, there were probably 
significant costs for creating the plan and the 
three separate trusts.

 This was not a quick “sign here” naming 

�e Small Details
It’s important to understand why some trusts are named as beneficiaries, as 
well as the financial consequences of inattentive paperwork.

When a trust is named as an IRA beneficiary, this usually indicates there’s a 
lot of money involved. In addition, this choice is often made because the client 
wants to have these funds protected in trust for decades, or even generations. 

But if the IRA beneficiary form is not checked correctly, post-death pay-
outs from the inherited IRA could be accelerated, exposing those funds to 
increased taxes and other potential risks of loss, such as lawsuits, divorce or 
squandering by the beneficiaries. 

Money invested in the planning and establishment of the trusts could also 
be wasted because ending up with the estate as the IRA beneficiary is what 
usually happens when nothing is done.

It’s essential that advisers know every client who has named a trust as 
their IRA beneficiary, and to ensure that the IRA beneficiary form is checked 
to reflect that. Ask if there have been any major life changes (a birth, death, 
marriage, divorce, remarriage, a new grandchild or anything that might require 
a change to the existing plan). In addition, make sure the IRA beneficiary form 
names contingent beneficiaries, to allow for post-death planning flexibility.
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Due to an 
oversight, an 
estate plan 
was not 
carried out as 
intended.  

of a beneficiary for an IRA. There was sub-
stantial time, money, thought and planning 
put into this process. 

But now, Steve’s carefully crafted estate 
plan was not carried out as intended. All of 
this was because the final step — checking 
the IRA beneficiary form after the transfer to 

the new custodian — was not done. 
Because of  the state court order, the IRA 

funds will pass to the three trusts as origi-
nally intended, but the post-death required 
minimum distributions will be based on 
the  rules that apply when there is no desig-
nated beneficiary.  

THE GOVERNING RULES
Those rules depend on when an IRA owner 
dies. If he or she dies before the required 
beginning date, the entire inherited IRA 
must be paid out under the five-year rule, 
meaning the inherited IRA must be emp-
tied by the end of the fifth year after the 
year of death.

If death is on or after the RBD, then the 

inherited IRA funds are paid out over the 
deceased IRA owner’s remaining single life 
(had he lived). 

That’s what happened in Steve’s case. 
So, for example, if he were age 80 at the 
time of his death, the IRA funds would have 
to be distributed over a 9.2-year remaining 

term. That’s the life expectancy factor, 
from the IRS single life table minus 
one, for an 80-year-old with distribu-
tions beginning in the year after death. 
That could be a much more costly dis-
tribution schedule than the one that 
was intended.

Let’s assume the trusts were set up 
for Steve’s child and two grandchildren, 
who are in their 20s. The child might 
be able to take RMDs for more than 30 
years, while the grandchildren would 
be able to take RMDs for more than 
50 years. Compare that with a payout 
period of 9.2 years.

Instead of being able to use their 
own life expectancies, the grandchil-
dren would effectively be considered 
the same age as their grandfather.  

A NEED FOR FOLLOW UP
It is not uncommon for advisers to 
move to a different firm. When this 
happens, paperwork, such as the ben-

eficiary form, is often lost in the shuffle.
The disaster in Steve’s case could have 

been avoided if the beneficiary form had 
been checked by either the adviser or the 
IRA owner, and corrected to name the three 
trusts, as intended. 

The lesson here is to always follow up, 
particularly when IRA funds are being 
moved to a new custodian. The beneficiary 
forms must be checked to ensure they carry 
out the client’s wishes.

Unfortunately, as evidenced with these 
PLRs, if a mistake on a beneficiary form is 
not caught before the IRA owner’s death, 
there may be no fix after the fact, even with 
a court order. And that is truly a financially 
tragic ending.                                                                    FP

CEQUIZ
GO TO FPCEQUIZ.COM

TO TAKE THE CE QUIZ ONLINE

Ed Slott, a CPA in Rockville Centre, N.Y., is a Financial Planning contributing writer and an IRA distribution expert, professional speaker and 
author of several books on IRAs. Follow him on Twitter at @theslottreport.
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THE ANNUITY INDUSTRY HAS HAD ITS UPS AND 
downs lately. And while the road ahead may split in 
different directions, advisers who know how to decipher the 
signposts can help clients stay on course.

Indexed annuity sales exceeded $16 billion in the second 
quarter of 2016, up approximately 30% from the second 
quarter of 2015, according to preliminary numbers. Variable 
annuity sales, meanwhile, were less than $27 billion in this 
year’s second quarter, down approximately 25% from the 
first quarter of 2015.

LINKS TO EQUITIES 
These disparate paths might seem surprising, as both types 
of annuities have links to equities.

VA money might be invested largely in stocks. Indexed 
annuities are a type of fixed annuity, so they may be known 
as fixed-index annuities or equity-indexed annuities, 
because returns often depend on the performance of stock 
indexes like the S&P 500.

Why have FIAs soared while VAs have sagged?
“There has been market volatility, challenging the VA 

business,” says Joe Montminy, assistant vice president for 
annuities at LIMRA. “In addition, some insurers have pulled 
back on their VA benefits, making them less attractive.”

Stock market volatility may not be as great an issue for 
FIAs, which have an indirect connection to equities. “I rec-
ommend fixed-index annuities for some conservative cli-
ents,” says Joe Heider, president and financial adviser at Cir-
rus Wealth Management in Cleveland.

“For them, the alternative would be to put their money in 
bank CDs or high-grade bonds, which have very low yields 
now. An FIA can be part of a fixed-income allocation, with 
the chance for higher returns.”

However, putting money into an FIA is much different 
than investing in CDs or bonds and receiving agreed-upon 
amounts of interest.

“FIAs are complex instruments,” Heider maintains. “Cli-

ents may not understand all the nuances, but it’s incum-
bent on advisers to go through them and explain the 
details. You can provide a worst-case scenario, and keep 
expectations reasonable.”

INSIDE STORY
Adam Leone, a principal and wealth manager at Modera 
Wealth Management in Westwood, N.J., can readily attest 
to this complexity.

“I have not seen new products that I would recommend, 
but I have recommended that several clients retain older 
FIAs,” he says. “Most of them were bought between 2008 
and 2010, when market fear was high and policy features 
were more generous. From the contracts I have seen, most 
have a traditional contract value as well as a secondary 
income base value.”

To illustrate, Leone tells of a client who purchased an FIA 
in 2008. “We were hired in 2010,” Leone says, “so we have 
data on the contract since then. There are several indexes to 
choose from, including the ‘point to point’ S&P 500. Here, 
the crediting calculation is a measurement of the index 

Making a Case for Annuities
A complex product may be worth deciphering for clients attracted to the 
downside protection, even if there are limits on returns.

BY DONALD JAY KORN
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”FIAs provide 
premium
protection, 
credit 
interest 
growth in the 
absence of 
market risk 
and safety of 
invested
premium. 
They make 
sense for
clients who 
are in or near
retirement.”

value on an annual date, excluding divi-
dends. There is a hurdle rate and a cap, both 
of which the issuer can change annually. In 
order to produce any earnings, the S&P 500, 
net of dividends, has to increase by at least 
the hurdle amount. From there, the credited 
interest is then capped.”

For this FIA, the hurdle rate has changed 
each year, bouncing between 1.7% and 4.9%, 
while the cap stayed at 7.75% until dropping 
to 6.75% in 2015.

“Assuming that the S&P 500’s total 
return was 6% between the 2015 and 2016 
annual dates and that 2% was from divi-
dends,” Leone says, “the client would have 
no interest credited to the account; the 6% 
total return minus 2% in dividends equals 
4%, less than the 4.9% hurdle rate for that 
period. If the S&P 500 returned 15%, then, 
with 2% from dividends, the credited inter-
est would be capped at 6.75%.”

A 6.75% return may not seem impressive 
in a bullish year for equities, but a conserva-
tive client might be pleased with that result 
from a CD proxy.

“I have recommended that clients keep 
such FIAs only because the annuity pay-
ment is more attractive than what they 
could receive by surrendering the contract 
and buying another annuity with the lower 
contract value,” Leone says. “This contract 
initially had an 18% surrender charge that 
did not expire for 13 years.”

CAPPING THE DOWNSIDE
But while the FIA described above has a cap 
on the potential upside, these products can 
be attractive because they limit the down-
side, as well.

 “The FIAs I use have underlying guar-
antees, which might be 3% a year, no mat-
ter how their index performs,” Heider says. 

“They also give some participation in the 
market to clients who don’t want to go  
into stocks.”

Therefore, FIAs may generate possible 
upside with limited downside, a pairing that 
appeals to some advisers and clients.

“FIAs provide premium protection, credit 
interest growth in the absence of market risk, 
and safety of invested premium,” says Blake 
Fambrough, an adviser with Dubots Capital 
Management in Temecula, Calif. “They make 
sense for clients who are in or near retire-
ment and need guaranteed income for life. 
An FIA can be a client’s personal pension, 
delivering a monthly check he or she never 
outlives.”

Fambrough notes that the need for guar-
anteed income may increase as people reach 
their 50s or 60s. 

“As investors get closer to retirement,” 
he says, “an FIA can be an excellent way 
to replace the lost income from work after 
retirement. Therefore, clients in that age 
group may benefit the most from FIAs.”

RIDING ALONG
Where will the guaranteed income come 
from? Often, from an income rider pur-
chased with an FIA. This rider will probably 
be a guaranteed lifetime withdrawal benefit 
based on a phantom account that grows at a 
specified rate, regardless of the actual mar-
ket index performance.

FIA purchasers may buy the annuity, 
wait for years as the income value increases 
and eventually take penalty-free withdraw-
als for life, based on the higher of either the 
income value or the annuity’s accumula-
tion value.

“In 2015, a GLWB was elected on 54% 
of all indexed annuity sales,” says LIMRA’s 
Montminy. “These benefits were elected 

Annual Sales of VAs and FIAs ($ billions)

       2011  2012  2013 2014 2015 Q1 2016

Variable annuity 157.9 147.4 145.4 140.1 133.0 26.6

Indexed  annuity 32.2 33.9 39.3 48.2 54.5 15.7

Source: LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute

Indexed annuity sales jumped, while variable annuity sales dropped since 2011.
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Annuity sales 
of all sorts are 
expected to be 
down in 2017 
because of
the fiduciary 
rule, but 
experts 
expect the 
insurance 
industry 
to adapt 
by 2018.

more often in the independent agent chan-
nel and the independent broker-dealer chan-
nel, less frequently in the bank and career 
agent channels.”

With or without an income rider, FIAs 
may deliver advantages to clients. “What 
seems to make them so attractive is the lack 
of a downside or having a floor in place,” says 
Tom Orecchio, who is also a principal and 
wealth manager at Modera. 

“When illustrated and used in the right 
circumstances, they can be a good way to 
participate in the upside of the markets with-
out the downside typically associated with 
equity investing. However, it is important 
that investors understand all of the issues 
associated with these types of investments 
prior to committing any capital.”

Those issues, according to Orecchio, can 
be numerous. “There is no participation in 
stock dividends,” he says. “Sometimes the 
indexes are difficult to understand, and the 
same may be true of the methods for deter-
mining the change in value. 

STEEP FEES
There may also be an upside participation 
limit: FIAs also can have steep fees, includ-
ing a contingent deferred sales charge; inves-
tors don’t always comprehend how long 
these back-end fees can go on. In addition, 
sales illustrations sometime use higher-
than-reasonable rates of return.”

For some advisers, such issues raise the 
FIA hurdle too high to clear.

“I don’t recommend FIAs,” says Alan Katz, 
president of Comprehensive Wealth Man-
agement Group in New York City. 

“I have heard that the sales pitch is that 
they offer stock market returns without the 
downside risk,” he says. “Clearly, this can’t be 
true, and typically isn’t. Most FIAs are tied to 
various indexes, but the returns are limited 
on a monthly basis. I have seen years where 
the market was up 30% or more, but one of 
these investments was up only 5%.”

Indeed, Katz prefers VAs to FIAs.
“Variable annuities do carry more risk,” 

he says, “but they also offer a wide array of 

investment choices, which allows us to man-
age that risk. This is what people are paying 
us for. The key to any recommendation is 
finding the right tool for the job. I haven’t 
seen a case where an FIA was a better tool 
than a VA.”

CONTENDING WITH FIDUCIARY RULE
Both of these tools may look duller in light of 
the new fiduciary rules from the Department 
of Labor.

“We’re forecasting down years in 2016 
and 2017 for VAs,” Montminy says. “FIAs 
may be up for the full year in 2016, but we 
think next year will bring a decline as the 
new rules take effect. By 2018, we expect the 
industry to have the necessary solutions in 
place. VAs and FIAs may rebound then.”

This forecast could be revised, pending 
future developments; in early June, several 
lawsuits were filed against the Department 
of Labor by annuity associations and other 
parties, protesting the treatment of FIAs 
under the new rules. 

Regardless of how these lawsuits play 
out, the reasons for the recent hot streak for 
FIAs remain. 

“On the consumer side, the desire for 
guarantees is increasing,” says Eric Thomes, 
senior vice president of sales at Allianz Life 
Insurance Co. of North America, a leading 
provider of FIAs.

“In volatile markets, downside protection 
is very appealing,” he continues. “With many 
baby boomers going from asset accumula-
tion to asset distribution, some retirees and 
pre-retirees may want to devote more dollars 
to receiving a lifetime income stream.”

Thomes adds that increased interest on 
the distribution side has brought more advis-
ers to FIAs, increasing sales.

“It’s way too early to say how the industry 
will react to the new rules and how sales will 
be affected,” he says.

“We’re working with our distribution 
partners to find ways to comply,” Thomes  
adds. “There will still be a strong desire for 
guaranteed income, which will be a driver in 
the future.”                                                                          FP

Donald Jay Korn is a contributing writer for Financial Planning in New York. He also writes regularly for On Wall Street.
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A COMMON QUESTION CLIENTS ASK THEIR ADVISERS 
is, “How long will my investment portfolio last during 
retirement?” The answer, of course, depends on a number 
of variables: the withdrawal rate, the annual cost of living 
adjustment, the portfolio asset allocation and the length of 
the retirement period.

Spoiler alert: the shorter the retirement time period, the 
more likely the portfolio will survive intact. But don’t just 
take my word for it.

Let’s take a look at two retirement portfolios as an exam-
ple. The first is a 25% stock/75% fixed-income portfolio con-
sisting of 15% large U.S. stocks, 10% small U.S. stocks, 55% 

U.S. bonds and 20% cash.
The second portfolio is a 65% stock/35% fixed-income. 

This consists of 40% large U.S. stocks, 25% small U.S. stocks, 
25% U.S. bonds and 10% cash. Both portfolios are rebal-
anced annually.

In calculating the results, the performance of large-cap 
U.S. stocks is measured by the S&P 500; small-cap U.S. stocks 
by the Ibbotson Small Stock Index from 1926 to 1978 and 
the Russell 2000 Index from 1979 to 2015; U.S. bonds by the 
Ibbotson U.S. Intermediate Government Bond Index from 
1926 to 1975 and the Barclay’s Capital Aggregate Bond Index 
from 1976 to 2015; and U.S. cash by 90-day Treasury bills.

PORTFOLIO

The Secret of Retirement Success
A detailed analysis of risk and withdrawal rates can help determine whether 
retirees’ portfolios will outlast them.

BY CRAIG L. ISRAELSEN

Retirement 
Age

Length of  
Retirement in 

Years

Number of Rolling 
Periods

Historical Success of a 25/75 Portfolio Lasting the Full Period

3%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

4%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

5%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

6%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

65 35 56  35-Year Periods 100% 92.9% 58.9% 33.9%

70 30 61  30-Year Periods 100% 98.2% 73.2% 33.9%

75 25 66  25-Year Periods 100% 100% 92.9% 53.6%

80 20 71  20-Year Periods 100% 100% 100% 91.1%

Retirement 
Age

Length of  
Retirement in 

Years

Number of Rolling 
Periods

Historical Success of a 65/35 Portfolio Lasting the Full Period

3%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

4%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

5%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

6%  
Withdrawal 

Rate  
3% COLA

65 35 56  35-Year Periods 100% 98.2% 91.1% 87.5%

70 30 61   30-Year Periods 100% 98.2% 94.6% 89.3%

75 25 66  25-Year Periods 100% 98.2% 94.6% 89.3%

80 20 71  20-Year Periods 100% 100% 98.2% 94.6%

Source:  Lipper, calculations by author

Windows of Success
Historical success rate of two retirement portfolios over rolling periods from 1926-2015.
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The time frame for this analysis is the 
90-year period from January 1926 through 
December 2015.

The definition of success is simple:  Does 
the retirement portfolio survive for the full 
length of the retirement window? Four 
retirement windows were studied: a 35-year 
window, a 30-year window, a 25-year win-
dow and a 20-year window.

THE CONSERVATIVE PORTFOLIO
Let’s first examine the conservative 25/75 
retirement portfolio. As shown in the Win-
dows of Success chart, this portfolio survived 
intact in all 56 rolling 35-year periods, when 
there was a 3% initial withdrawal rate and a 
3% annual COLA. As would be expected, the 
success rate was also 100% over all the roll-
ing 30-year, 25-year and 20-year periods.

At a 4% withdrawal rate and 3% COLA, 
the 25/75 portfolio survived in just under 
93% of the rolling 35-year periods and 98% 
of the rolling 30-year periods. Over 25-year 
and 20-year rolling periods, the success rate 
was 100%.

Survival gets dicey as we increase the 
withdrawal rate to 5% and use a COLA of 3%. 
The portfolio failed to last 35 years in over 
40% of the rolling 35-year periods. Over 
30-year retirement windows, it failed over 
26% of the time. Over 25-year retirement 

windows, it failed about 7% of the time. If 
the retirement was only 20 years in length, it 
was successful 100% of the time.

At a 6% withdrawal rate, the success rate 
of the conservative model was grim. It failed 
to last 35 years about two-thirds of the time. 
The same failure rate applied to 30-year 
retirement windows.

Assuming a 25-year retirement window, 
the 25/75 model was successful in only just 
over half the rolling periods. If, however, the 
retiree is planning for only a 20-year retire-
ment window, the conservative model was 
successful 91% of the time.

MODERATELY AGGRESSIVE CHOICE
Success rates improved dramatically if the 
retiree was willing to build a more equity-ori-
ented 65/35 retirement portfolio — but only 
when the withdrawal rate was 5% or lower.

At a 3% withdrawal rate and 3% COLA, 
the 65/35 portfolio survived intact in every 
case. When moving to a 4% withdrawal 
rate and 3% COLA, the success rate dipped 
slightly to 98% if the retirement window was 
25 years or longer. 

At a 5% withdrawal rate, the durability 
of the 65/35 model clearly separates itself 
from the 25/75 model. The 65/35 model 
was successful in 91% of the rolling 35-year 
periods, compared with the 58.9% success 

rate for the 25/75 model. Over roll-
ing 30-year retirement windows, 
the 65/35 portfolio was successful 
nearly 95% of the time, compared 
with 73% for the 25/75 model. 
When the retirement window was 
25 or 20 years long, the two mod-
els had comparable historical suc-
cess rates.

When moving to a 6% with-
drawal rate, the 65/35 portfolio 
was again markedly better than 
the 25/75 portfolio. Assuming a 
35-year retirement window, the 
65/35 model was successful in 87% 
of the rolling periods, compared 
with a success rate of 34% for the 
25/75 model.

If the retirement window was 
30 years in length, the 65/35 model 

 Portfolio
Account 
Balance 

When 
Starting 

Retirement

Initial Withdrawal Rate

3% 4% 5% 6%

  Annual Retirement Income
in the 1st Year of Retirement  

150,000 4,500 6,000 7,500 9,000

250,000 7,500 10,000 12,500 15,000

500,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000

833,333 25,000 33,333 41,667 50,000

1,000,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000

1,250,000 37,500 50,000 62,500 75,000

1,666,667 50,000 66,667 83,333 100,000

Source: Calculations by author

Retirement Income in the First Year
Based on retirement account balance and initial  
withdrawal rate
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The 
performance 
of the S&P 500 
has nothing 
to do with a 
conservative 
multi-asset 
retirement 
model.

had an 89% success rate, compared with 
34% for the 25/75 model. For retirement 
windows of 25 years, the 65/35 model was 
successful 89% of the time versus a success 
rate of just under 54% for the 25/75 model.

Assuming a 6% withdrawal rate and 3% 
COLA, the success rates of the two retire-
ment portfolios were similar only if the 
retirement window was just 20 years in 
length (94.6% for the 65/35 model and 91.1% 
for the 25/75 model).

A SAMPLE CLIENT
Let’s take this information about retirement 
portfolio survival and apply it to a hypotheti-
cal client — Mr. Jones. This is a very simplistic 
example, but it serves a purpose.

In this example, Mr. Jones had a 
$100,000 annual income before retirement 
and wants to withdraw about $50,000 from 
his retirement portfolio annually (with an 
annual COLA applied after the first year). 
Any additional retirement income will need 
to come from other sources (pension, Social 
Security, etc.).

If Mr. Jones has saved only $150,000 in 
his retirement portfolio, he cannot with-
draw $50,000 the first year unless he uses 
an ridiculously high withdrawal rate. It’s 
not until his retirement account balance 
is around $833,000 that a first-year with-
drawal of $50,000 is feasible, but only at a 
6% withdrawal rate.

As has been shown in the analysis above, 
a 6% withdrawal rate will require a more 
aggressive retirement portfolio design (such 
as the 65/35 model) if the retirement win-
dow for Mr. Jones is expected to be 25 years 
or longer.

Alternatively, if Mr. Jones has the much 
larger retirement account balance of $1.66 
million, he can use a 3% withdrawal rate to 
take $50,000 from his retirement portfo-
lio during the first year of his retirement. 
Given that he is using a lower withdrawal 
rate of 3%, he can also utilize a more con-
servative 25/75 retirement model if he 
chooses, based on the historical perfor-

mance of a 25/75 portfolio.
Or he can use a 65/35 model if he is seek-

ing a higher return in his portfolio. Both 
retirement portfolios demonstrated high 
success rates historically over all the vari-
ous rolling periods from 35 years down to 
20 years when using a 3% initial withdrawal 
rate and a 3% COLA.

The freedom to choose a more conser-
vative retirement model is predicated on 
using a lower withdrawal rate, which is a 
function of the accumulated retirement 
account balance.

A larger balance gives a client the option 
to be more conservative in portfolio design. 
A more conservative retirement portfolio 
will experience less volatility in the account 
balance, which for many (if not all) retirees is 
how they perceive portfolio risk.

Here’s the really important point: If cli-
ents have done a good job of accumulat-
ing adequate retirement assets, they have 
earned the right to be more conservative in 
their retirement portfolio design.

BENCHMARK ERROR
But if they act on that choice and build a 
more conservative retirement model, it is 
imperative that they not compare the per-
formance of that model with the S&P 500 or 
some other equity market index.

The performance of the S&P 500 has 
nothing to do with a conservative multi-
asset retirement model. It would be a com-
pletely bogus comparison and might lead 
clients to be disappointed with their conser-
vative model when the U.S. equity market is 
experiencing a robust performance.

This type of performance comparison 
would represent a classic case of using the 
wrong benchmark — what I refer to as bench-
mark error.

We now have an idea of the level of risk 
needed in retirement portfolios to enable 
them to last for varying lengths of time at 
various withdrawal rates. Let the choosing 
begin — but let it also be accompanied by 
proper performance benchmarking.                FP
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FROM: THE CASE OF THE MISSING INCOME 
SOURCE
1. In July, the yield on 10-year U.S. government bonds 
fell to what historic low?
1. 1.55%
2. 1.36%
3. 1.15%
4. 1.65%

2. What does the Social Security and Medicare Trust-
ees Report for 2016 project interest rates will average 
over a 75-year period?
1. 3.2%
2. 2.5%
3. 2.7%
4. 2.9%

3. What were the effective yields on CCC or lower-
rated bonds through early August, according to Morn-
ingstar and Lord Abbett?
1. Around 12%
2. Around 10%
3. Around 14%
4. Around 8%

FROM: INVESTING TRUST ASSETS 
4. Which trust is created specifically to qualify for the 
estate tax marital deduction?
1. The grantor retained annuity trust.
2. The irrevocable life insurance trust.
3. The QTIP trust.
4. The dynastic trust. 

FROM: THE SECRET OF RETIREMENT SUCCESS
5. What was the survival rate of a 25% stock/75% 
fixed-income portfolio over 56 35-year rolling periods, 
assuming a 3% initial withdrawal rate and 3% annual 
COLA? 
1. 93%
2. 95%
3. 100%
4. 80%

6. What was the survival rate of a 65% stock/35% 
fixed-income portfolio over 56 35-year periods, 
assuming a 5% withdrawal rate and 3% annual COLA?
1. 91%
2. 85%
3. 75%
4. 59%

FROM: AN IRA BENEFICIARY FIASCO
7. If there is no designated beneficiary for an IRA and 
the IRA owner dies before RMDs have begun, the 
entire IRA must be paid out in how many years?
1. Three
2. Five
3. Seven
4. Six 

8. If there is no designated beneficiary and an IRA 
owner dies at age 80, over how many years would the 
funds have to be distributed?
1. 10.5
2. 11.3
3. 9.2
4. 7.5

FROM: QUALIFIED CHARITABLE DISTRIBUTIONS: 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW (online only)
9. What is the maximum dollar amount per year for 
a tax-free qualified charitable distribution from an 
individual IRA?
1. $50,000
2. $75,000
3. $150,000
4. $100,000

10. What is the minimum age you must be to complete 
a tax-free qualified charitable distribution from an 
IRA?
1. 70 ½ 
2. 59 ½ 
3. 60 ½
4. 75 ½

CE QUIZ

Financial Planning offers its Continuing Education Quiz exclusively online at FPCEQuiz.com.

To earn one hour of continuing education credit from the CFP Board of Standards, please visit our website and answer 
the questions above. Planners must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to pass. Credit will count under CFP Board 
subject A: financial planning process/general principles. �e deadline for participation is Dec. 31, 2016. 

In addition, the Investment Management Consultants Association has accepted this quiz for CIMA, CIMC and CPWA 
continuing education credit. Planners must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to pass. �e deadline is Dec. 31, 2016. 

If you need assistance, please contact SourceMedia customer service at FNP@kmpsgroup.com or (800) 869-6882.

SEPTEMBER 2016
VISIT FPCEQUIZ.COM TO TAKE FINANCIAL PLANNING’S  CE QUIZ. 
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Marketing Opportunities 

Where do you 
want to take your 

RIA business?

oakstreetfunding.com/RIA 
Mark DeLisle 317-864-6521

Loans for RIAs
•  Flexible structures 
• Starting at $25,000
• Terms up to 7 years
• Non-SBA fi nancing

Uses of Capital
• Acquisitions
• Successions/buyouts
• Working capital
• Debt consolidation

Where do you 
want to take your 

RIA business?
Unlock the value of tomorrow's 
fees today with fi nancing from 

an experienced lender.

Loans and lines of credit subject to approval. Potential borrowers are responsible for their own due diligence on acquisitions. 
CA residents: Loans made pursuant to a Department of Corporations California Finance Lenders License (#6039829).
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 Clear through one of the country’s largest clearing firms.  
 Have access to the technology designed to help you grow your business.  

 Enjoy back office support that truly understands customer service 
and wants to help you and your clients succeed. 

 Transition specialists to help you with the move so you can focus on your clients. 
 

NO UNNECESSARY FEES.  
Ask about our 100% payout! 

866.790.9700 

JoinSovereign.com
866.790.9700

JoinSovereign.com m
Member FINRA/SIPC 

I’m there now.
Joanna Habegger
Greenwood, IN

Ask me about
my last BD.

joinssn.com

(866) 218-7908 
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Broker/Dealer Marketing Opportunities 

optimizeyourbook.com

Are you not meeting your firm’s 
aggressive quotas?

Take control of your book & secure your future as an
independent Registered Representative.

Optimize Your Book is a turnkey program designed for you to:
• Keep your valued client relationships
• Improve your payout
• Access a diverse range of compelling products and services
• Benefit from the ability to offer a hybrid investment model

Brokerage Services
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Expand Your Career Prospects
with CFP® Certification!

To learn more visit onlinecourselearning.com/BUCFP or call 877-290-9005

Software Resource

Don’t Miss The 

October issue of 

Financial Planning -  Women 

Advisers Forum Spotlight

Space Close:  8/23
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MAYBE IT’S GENERATIONAL, BUT AS A MILLENNIAL, 
albeit an old one at 34, I view relationships between robo 
advisers and human advisers as similar to those between 
autopilot technology and commercial pilots.

Yes, autopilot technology is a great tool to assist the 
captain, but I am not getting on a plane flown solely by a 
machine. Robo advisers represent a similar, potentially 
complementary, relationship for thoughtful planners.

Embracing robo adviser technology can make you more 
efficient and may increase your ability to deliver more dis-
ciplined solutions to clients. This technology will not, how-
ever, replace the need for you entirely.

CHEERED, JEERED AND FEARED
Robo advisory firms have been cheered, jeered and feared 
by financial practitioners, perhaps because they were born 
in academia and given prominence by Silicon Valley. 

 I believe the financial service industry and its approach 
to investment management has for too long remained frag-
mented, lacking quality comparison and mostly driven by 
corporate marketing and a salesman mentality.

The robo conversation has helped to address a few of 
these weaknesses by raising public awareness about such 
key issues as appropriate advisory fees, the value of having 
an academic basis for allocation decisions and the benefits 
of  tax harvesting and rebalancing.  

Many of us have been talking with clients about these 
issues for a while, but with the marketing campaigns rolled 
out by the robo companies, clients and prospects are now 
more sensitive to these practices.   

 While many worthy advisers may already be imple-

menting these concepts, robo advisory technology can 
provide scalability through easy and clean client on-
boarding and interface. Robo platforms are technological 
commodities that should be leveraged to increase advis-
ers’ efficiency, allowing for a refocus of freed-up energy 
on value-added planning, behavior coaching or activities 
that help to uncover an individual’s meaning for his or her 
investments.

 I believe that the goal is not to simply maximize returns 
for a given level of risk or to minimize risk for a target return, 
but instead to provide an investment experience that 
increases the probability of meeting the client’s personal 
goals and objectives.

What some practitioners forget is that the concepts 
underpinning Modern Portfolio Theory — the very concepts 
now being automated by robo advisers — are simply a means 
to an end and not an end in and of themselves.

The true end game is successfully guiding investors to 
invest for a future legacy, pay for their children’s education 
and experience a comfortable and worry-free retirement.

 The ultimate goal is not to improve the expected effi-
ciency of an algorithm, but to improve the usefulness of the 
money that investors have worked hard to earn. This will 
be accomplished only through thoughtful communication. 

 Humans are emotional creatures; it is up to financial 
practitioners to help clients identify those emotions and 
harness them in a way that prevents irrational decisions 
from interfering with financial goals.

Robo advisers and other related technology can most 
certainly aid in this endeavor, but they still need a captain 
at the helm.                                                                                                              FP

SELFIE

Shane Morrow, CFP, CIMA, CAIA, is a registered representative of Lincoln Financial Advisors. He is also co-founder and private wealth adviser of 
IronBridge Wealth Counsel, which has offices in Austin, Texas, and Pompano Beach, Fla.

Embracing 
Robos
Working side by side with automated 
advice, a planner can concentrate on 
a client’s ultimate goals and objectives.

BY SHANE MORROW

To submit a Selfie commentary, email fpeditor@sourcemedia.com. Post your comments online at financial-planning.com.
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has helped investors reach their long-term goals. So through good markets 
and bad, you can feel confi dent in the stability of our approach.

Past performance cannot guarantee future results.

Learn how our investment approach can help you feel confi dent.
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